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the report said.
Dr. Davis said that his committee was concerned that teachIng the non-major core classes not
merely be the task of the newest
faculty members. They should be
taught by those facUlty members
who feel a genuine Interest, thus
providing a more valuable experience for the lower class students who are generally taking the
core classes, he said.
The ad. hoc committee also
recommended that the university
develop . interdisciplinary studies
between the humanities, social
sciences, natural sciences and
mathematics, to develop breadth
of learning as well as the abll Ity to
learn.
.

Cutbacks are once again in store
Ifor Boise State, but this time they
are not financial.
Faculty committees are more
than two years into the groundwork of a monumental overhaul of
the core curriculum, the general
education .component
of Boise
State University's requirements.
Currently the core curriculum
consists of, around 300 classes
from which the student selects
courses needed
to fulfill the
University Area I, II, & III
requirements. Upon completion of
the overhaul, the core choices
could be slashed to as few as 30
classes.
Dr. Richard Bullington, BSU
I
. executive vice-president, said the
target date for the fi rst drastic
will
curriculum change "in the history
of the institution"
is the fall
semester of 1981.
His involvement began in spring
1978 when the Core Curriculum
Committee approached him, when
he was interrim president of BSU,
A minimum grade of "C" will
to bring in a consultant to examlne
now t>e required in all core classes,
( ,BSU's core program. With the
as well as in the major field.· All
.';~'iconsultant's reCommendations to
departments will pull together in
,;;;;pOrsue a more unified curriculum,
working toward the development
ad hoc committee was formed,
,of junior level writing skillS, the
neadtld by English Department
report said. These features should
. ';cnalrman, Dr Charles Davis.
the motivation and the
<;~~ ad hoc committee pro- create
ability to pursue learning not only
to extract a basic philoon campus, but beyond gradusophy from among tha diffarent
ation, developing true scholars.
schools.
With the recommendations of
The ad hoC committee report the committee In hand, Or.
sald that the function of the
Bullington received ali okay from
unlver$lty "Is to ·establlsh an
the State Board· of education In
environment and provide the pr0June to prOceed with the revision.
grams that will enable a student to . A "blue-ribbon" faculty commitbecome a scholar."
tee was appointed to Identify those
The new
classes will decourses which will satisfy the basic
velop speclflcleamlng skills, conphilosophy outlined by the 00 hoc"
centrating on literacy, In each and
committee..
.
The recommendations of -the
fNef'j student.
Aooording to thecommlUee's
committee
are expected by
report, "the ability to express
December, so their findingS may
oneself effectively orally, and In onre egaln be prE1Santedto the
writing, to undarstand various
State Board.
.
forms of discourse. and to.deterImpletl'lentatlonwlll take place
mIne the purpose and assumptions
'upon the approval of the State
underlying specific dISCOUrse"....111 Board In time for the fall 1981
be of prima Importance..
. . schedule and catalogue.
To reach -this goal; the com111ecore ~flneinent plan which
mittee haS also recommended that
Dr. Bullington called "a most
each student "pass a competency unique approach. In.· me .:· steteexam In written english prior to system" Is an Idea gaining attenadmisSion to senior status."
tion throughout the country. Area.
schools such as J.ewls & Clark and
The clwelopmant of the critical
Idaho. State University have been
thought process' Is an essential
cOnsidering
siml!m: changes.
feature of a complete ~uca1lon.
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BuildIng activity like that shown
was what ASBSU senators saw. when they \\'819. taken of) en
Inspection tour of the pavilion site Monday afternoon. Site supervisors told the senawm th{::fcom!!ructlon
was On schedule and tha~osncreta pouring f(N the South concourse IlMII should_begin in a few days.
.•

Photo by Undll McDougall

tivists

core

,
candIdates of :1n;!rcholce. One of of campaign parapharalla.
About 70 people expressed
the moot volatile races In Idaho Is
the contest for the ~teseat
that Interest In helping the Church
campaign and left their names and
This is. the first part of a Is presently held, by pemocrst
two-part series that will examine Frank Church. He Is being. aha/- phone nwnbers so that they could
the Boise State Untv: political
lenged by Republican Congress- . be contacted later.
The "SSU students for ,Frank
organizations that are forming to man Steve Symms. who has
support Senator Frank Church and served In the House of Represen- Qlurch" Is anew ~l2atlon'
that has been formad In the last
Congressman Steve Symms.
tatlves for the last eight years.
few weeks, .according to' .carol
As the laH semester begins. thel'f,J··
If you entered the SUB through
Mackland, one of the C()o(:halrmen
8fi; ii numbei of student political
the front doors last Tuesday. you
for the group.
groups organizing and recruiting
couldn't havamlssed
the table
Ma:kland,a Senior majorhlg In
members. This Is an election year 'that was set up and manned by the
andthe19 are stuc!fmiaon the BStJ·. BSU Students for,Frank Qlurch. It Political science. shares the chairmanship with Andy Uttle.
ca.I11puswho are Joining together was coverectwith posters, bumper
CONTINUED TO PAGE :9
whelp In the efforts to elect the
stickers, buttons and other kinds
By Ryndy Rood
Arbiter Staff
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The University Arbiter is pUblished weekly by students of
BSU.
Contributions
and
advertising are solicited; the
editors reserve all rights.
Offices are located on the 2nd
floor of the SUB. Hours 8:30
to 5:00 Monday through
Friday.
385-1464

ANNOUNCEMENT
Tutoring will be available in all
subject areas beginning' Sept. 15th.
More tutors arc needed in all areas. ·If
interested in getting a tutor or being
one ca11385-3993or go to Room 114 of
the Ad bldg.

3-man baskeeball
Registration open at Port Boise
Community Center September 10
through September 24 for 3-man
basketball. Team registration fee of
S45.00, library cards of city residents,
S1.00 out-of-city player fee and team
roster limited to six people due at
registration time. League play begins
September 29. More .informarion.
Boise City Recreation Department at
384·4256.

The ASBSU Senate will have five
scats open for this election. Srudents
from each school arc encouraged to
obtain an application form and
nominating petition from the Student
Activities Office. These are to be
completed and rerumedho that office
by 4:00pm, Friday, September 19th.

EVENTS

Federal Pood and Drug Administration consumer safety investigator
Carol Heppe will give a free public'
address at the opening of the one day
Boise State University Communication Department annual high school
debate workshop Sept. 20.
Heppe will discuss the 1980-81 high
school debate topic, "How can the
interests of United States consumers
best be protected?" She
speak at
9am in the Special Events Center.
For further information about the
debate workshop activities, contact
Dr. Suzanne McCorkle. 385-3928.

"Pive Senate Seats. Mr. and Ms.
Bronco can pick up applications and
nominating petitions ..t the Student
Activities Office in the Student Union
Building.
AI1 petitions must be
returned accompanied by a 5 x 7
photograph NO LATER than 4:00pm
on Friday, September 19, 1980. -The
primary election will be held on
October 8th and 9th. The general and
homecoming elections will be held on
October 29th and 30th.
Mr. and Ms. Bronco will reign over
all homecoming activities and events.
The candidates must be sponsored by
an on-campus organization. Applica·
tions for these positions can also be
obtained in the Student Activities
office.' (PetitiQ!!s @reDOt necessary)

Association will be Saturday, Sept. 13
at 5:30pm at the Union Pacific
Railroad Depot Gardens before the
BSU Broncos-Southeastern Louisiana
football game at 7:30pm.

The Outstanding Paculty or Staff
member will also be elected during
the general elections. The faculty or
staff member must be nominated by
an individual srudent or srudent
organization in order to be placed on
the ballot. The awards will be given
during homecoming week. Applications can be obtained from the
Student Activities Office.

FDA Safety Invesdgaeer
BSU

All alumni
welcome.

and

Int~rcollegiate
Team

Debate

friends

are

a~d .Speech

Dr. Suzanne McCorkle, director of
BSU Communication Activities and
Forensics, has announced the start of
the 1980-81 speech season with an
organizatio.nal
meeting Tuesday.
September 9 at 3:30 in LA 207.
The speech program serves three
groups of students--education majors
who wish to prepare for coaching high
.school speech or debate, students who
wish to improve their general speech
or communication skills but don't
want to travel and compete with other
schools, and students who wish to
travel and compete as the BSU
Intercollegiate Speech Team.
Students may receive credit for
participation and training through
eMU3 or eM 314.
This year's debate topic is one of
special interest, dealing with U.S.
foreign military commitments.
Resolved:
that the United States
should significantly increase its
foreign military commitments.
Par more information, contact Dr.
McCorkle at 385-3928.

Speaks at

will

Beginning this fall, an internship
program sponsored by The Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance
Company will be offered to seniors,
juniors and exceptional sophomores in

Alums Celebrate
The annual wine tasting reception
sponsored
by the BSU Alumni

any major.
The purpose of the program is to
give 'studenrs the. opporrunity to
sample an interesting and challenging
career of professional service while
attending college, .
,
Some of the advantages offered to
the students include; appropriate
cumpensation
for their
efforts
[currently S8 to S12 per hour}, it can
help the student narrow his or her
. career options-to the best available
andgi ...e them a "head start" on the
career that they may choose. It may
also alleviate the problem of obtaining
a summer job. The least that the
internship could provide is some type
of practical job experience to put on a
student's resume. In addition, BSU
offers up to 3 hours of academic credit
for internships.
If you want to become an intern
with "The Quiet Company" then
contact
Don Prashier
or Hank
Weatherby at Northwestern Murual
Life Insurance
Company,
2309
Mountain View Drive Boise. Idaho
83707. Phone: 377·0210.
E-MLCZ
Are you a college student over age
21? Come to a free public conference
on the non-traditional student at Boise
State
University
Sept.
12·13.
"Education - More Life Choices"
will include
workshops
on the
problems and goals of older students
SUC:1 as study skills, financial aid,
stress,
veterans'
problems,
and
employment opporrunities. One BSU
credit hour will be offered for a S10
fee for the conference which will be
conducted in the Boise State Student
Union Building. For. pre-registration
and further information, telephone
385·3327.
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. The Boise State Univefslty
Canterbury Club of the Episcopal
Church has scheduled a variety of
activities for the coming year.
On Wednesday evenings at 7
p.m., Rev. Bob Cross will celebrate a Creative Eucharist in the
Christ Chapel.
.
I
Every Wednesday from 11:40
! a.m. to 12:30 p.rn., a "brown
I bag" Bible study will be held in'
the St. Paul's Catholic Student
I Center .. The Bible study course
will be in Christian experience,
with student and faculty partlclpa-

The ro.·
Ultimate In
Professional
Hairstyling
at very
,Reasonable
Prices.

I
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tlon.
A Sunday fellowship program
and supper will be held weekly in
the st. Paul's Catholic Student
Center from 4 p.rn, to 7 p.m.
A "Canterbury Club Discovery
Weekend in Paradise" in Paradise
Point, McCall will be held on Sept.
19-21. Father Mike Mahoney will
be the spiritual director.
Canterbury
members
and
friends are urged to attend.
"
For further information contact:
Herb Runner at 385-1613 or 3434183, Ed Mahoney at 343-3066, or
Bev Lung at 377-0097.

WHEN YOU NEEDSOMETmN SPECIALFOR A SPECIAL
SOMEONE.
COME TO A SPECIAL
STORE

rtI~
-.

....

Jewelers

1~07 Broadway.

'.
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SUBReceives New Director

r e

r
sourcesof revenue seems to be the
trend In SUB's across the country.
Another thing that I think we
really need, and that some stu- .
dents have already commented in
faVor of, Is some khid of art gallery
in the building. It would be a
permanent faci/lty that we could
do some things' In from the
standpoint at visual art. Some art
shows have been done In the past
but we really don't have a space in
the building that is being set aside
for that purpose. I think that this
might be something that Is of·
interest to the University community. Also perhaps the aqulsltlon
of some kind Qf permanent art
collection including student work
could become a' permanent
part of the building.

Dennis Freeburn is the new director of the Student Union Building,
replacing Fred Norman. The Arbiter talked to Freeburn abciut his
. new job and the future of the
Student Union Building ..
Arbiter: When did you 'take over
as director of the SUB?
Freeburn:About

August first.

Arbiter: And you came tiere from
South Dakota?
Freeburn:Yes.
Arbiter: Exactly what does the
director of the SUB do ?
Freeburn: My responsibility really
covers the total scope of the Union
operation, in addition to coordina. tlng and overseeing the area of
student activities on campus. By
the Union, I really mean the
operational aspects of the building
as well as the program related
things that might take place in the
building.

Another area I am personally
interested in and that has great
potential for our location is the
development of an outdoor education program. We already have the'
outing center, which provides a
good rental service in terms of
equipment rental and this sort of
thing, but we don't have an
education program that comes out
of the Union. Idaho State has had
a program for a number of years in
this area and it's excellent.' I
happen to think that given our
Locale we're in even a better
position than ISU to take advantage of the outdoor activities that
people are so Interested in in our
area. So that's an obvious extension of a Union program and a
Union service.

Arbiter: Do you have anything
real Iy new that we are going to see
from you in the line of student
activities involving the SUB?
Freeburn: O.K., I think I've got
some Ideas that we might want to
look at in terms of new things, new
services perhaps for the Union,
and perhaps maybe new things
tied In with programs. One of the
things we are probably going to
have to do In the next few years Is
to look for other sources' of
revenue to provide support levels
for the Union operation. But we
must mind that those kind of
revenue generating sources also
have to be services that will be
amenable for student use. What
I'm really saying is that while we
need additional revenue sources
we also want to be able to provide
good services for students.

Arbiter: By additional revenue
services do you mean like renting
rooms In the SUB to outslde
groups?

5

Arbiter: Would the people teachIng these classes be students?

tF t

r

Freeburn: It could very well be.
Arbiter: Getting to the physical
Most of these program develop by . aspectsof the bUilding, there have
way of acquiring the services of
been atot of problems with leaking
someone who has really got some roofs In the SUB In the past. Has
expertise In the outdoors, perhaps anything been done about this
problem?
'
with a background In mountalneering, kayaklng, rock climbing,
,these sort of things. This person Freeburn: There was apparently a
could teach outdoo-r skills to
roof resealing' project completed,
students, who In turn would go out
I'm not sure of the date because I
and teach skills to other students. wasn't here then, but itdldn't take
care of the problem. We have
These programs usually start out
allocated a certain· amount of
kind of small and 'develop over
money for another roof resurfacing
time, and I think we have excellent
to solve the leaking roof problem
potential for development and that
and that should be done by the
there would be a real interest in
time the rains come. The building
that kind of activity.
is now fifteen years old and is
Arbiter: I thl nk that some students at the point where we have to start
are unaware that the rooms in the worrying about the things that
SUB are available for the use of have to be replaced and refurstudent groups. How exactly do bished.
student groups go about .using
Arbiter: Some of the rooms in the
rooms in the SUB?
.
SUB, I'm thinking particularly of
the cafeteria, have a kind of
,
institutional austerity. Are there
Freeburn: W~ have a number of
.different sorts of meeting rooms efforts being made to bring a
suitable for a.nurnber of purposes warmer atmosphere to the SUB,
and is this going to be an ongoing
and these are avalaible for student
effort or are fund shortages going
organizations free of cost on a first
to make that impossible?
come first served basis. All they
have to do is come down to our
Freeburn: Funds are obviously a
scheduling office on the first floor
of the SUB and get a room source of limitation, there is no
question about that, but I think
scheduled for their meeting, workthat given even our limited resourshop, or whatever. In addition to
ces weare going to do everything
rooms, if the groups require other
we can to see to it that some of the
kinds of services, food service,
aids to conduct meetings, we can
help them with those kinds of
things also; Many of the student
organizations take advantage of
the services avallable In the SUB
but we would like all of them to do
so.

II

atmosphere is changed. Often
times you can Improve atmosphere, at least in a cosmetic sense,
without the cost of major remodeling. In the snack bar area we
recognize that there is a real need
to remodel that facility, not only
from the standpoint of getting
more food out more quickly but
also from an appearance standpoint too. There was:a student
committee organized last spring to
look Into that problem and they
will be working on it this year also.
There are some really exciting
things that can be done to change
the atmosphere in the snack bar
and get rid of the high school
cafeteria feeling that exists down
there right now. There are a lot of
things that interior design people
can do to that area to make it more
comfortable for not a lot of
money.
Arbiter: Are you going to kick the
Arbiter off the second flcor?
Freeburn: (Laughing) No, has it
been suggested in the past?
Seriously, I would like to say that
as the director of the SUB I'm
really concerned with supporting
student orlented, and student run
activities and programs. 11]e facility of the Union is here but it is up
to the students to use it to the
fullest extent.

11-12-14 Single Feature

. Manuscripts may be submitted'
The Cold Drill,' Boise State
to the English
Department,
University'S national award-win; ning literary magazine, Is in need Liberal Arts~Building,Roo.m 228,
All
II of a variety of material, for its .by Monday, Dec. 1, 1980.
. manuscripts should be typed,
1980-81 edition.
,
. The magazine's editors, Linda double-spaced. [Xl not Include'
M<;f\ndrew and Sally. Thomas, your name on the manuscript.
I seek quality
jnanuscnpts on a Provide yourname, address, and.
variety of subjects, in a variety of phone number on the title page.
forms, Including poetry, short Enclose a self-addressed envelope
story, essay, Interview, review, if you wish to have the manuscript
returned. There is no limit to the
play, and teleseript.
.
'.
number of submissions.
They are particularly Interested
For further information contact .
in material with a focus on the arts
Dr. Robert Papinchak in the'
and entertainment, scienceliction,
English Department
and children's llterature.

I

Freeburn: Rentals, but things that
would also be a service. For
example the most rapidly growing
kind of service for a university
community are things like a
branch bank, something ttiat
would be hereon the campus to
provide service for students in the
university community but also
generate Income for the building
. terms for rental spaoa.that kind of .
CO~TINO.ED
FROM PAGE 1
thing.
Or an automatic teller
machine that would be located In .
They decided to organize the
theUnlcn.
.Thla Is the kind of
group as a way tornake BSU
thing we are looking for, Another
students aware of the campaign
idea 'mlght be a travel agency In and the issues that are at the heart
of It.'
,
the building thatcould.servlea,the
needs of students, and we have
Mackland and Little stress the
students traveling all the time.
fact that membership In the group
This could tie In with our travel
Is.voluntary , and that no one Is
club, In some way, but It would
belng paid to help with this facet
also provide the common kinds of
of Church's campaign.
services a travel agency provides.
The group Is Independent of the
University Democrats and would
,Arbiter:
These things would, be
like to .remaln asseperate
as
sort of like the Head Shop that VI\} possible, although it hopes to join
already have In the bulldln9.?
the University Democrats In sponsoring some rallies on campus.
rv1ackland expressed her conFr98l»Jm: Right, Sort of a joint
service for the students and the cern about the general lack of
building. Idon't think INa
have Interest on the part of college
one w1thoOt the1i1her. We don't students 'and their reluctance to .
beCome actively Involved .ln poliwant to tum the SUB Into some
tics.
kind of commercial ooterprlse, but
students and their reluctanoo to
going to these kinds. of additional

A Film b~ P~I.r Wrir

Peter Weii's'haunting
mystery explores the disappearance
of three
Australian college girls during their Valentine's Day picnic In 1900. Rich visual
imagery: captivating photography and a "hypnotic IlUlsicai score make this an
irresistaole Iilm,
.
.

18-19-21 Double Feature

Church..!:-' ---------"'--
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-;.""------.
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run Into is the .tremendous
amount of student apathy," she
said.
•'We hope we can be successful
in our effortsto raise the level of
political awareness In the student
population at BSU.
"If we can stress the Importance
of the student vote, and make
them realize that they are a part of
the political process, maybe they
will pay attention to the controversies, anc:Jmake a solid and wellInformed choice when they go Into
th&votlng booth," Mackland_sald.
tv'rcicklsndsaid the group hopes
to have a table set up inthe SUB at
least one day a week until the
election In November. The Students for Church will be, meeting
soon to plan more actIVIties and
some rallies. The time and plece
will be announced at a later date..

--'_.

. S.P.B. movies are shown each week - 3 times a week in the Student
Union Building Ada Lounge, Show times are Thursday at 3:00p.m., Friday
at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday ar 6:00 p.m, Prices are:
.
At1beDoor
.Non Student:
Studenl,Sw/photo
10:
S2.00 single feature
St.OO single feature
S2.50double feature
$1.50 double feature
Or one Ticket Booklet Ticker
The ticker booklet is available ar the
S.U.B.lnfoCenteror
ar the door of the
movie and has ten tickers-each good
for, ten single or double features.
MOl'e than one person can share' a
ticket booklet, and booklets Me good
rhroughour the' fall semester,
The' The StudeDt Programs Iloud is a1W:1~"
price is. 15.00 for studenlS wirh ,photo
ready fer new inetnbers. If you re
interested; caU 385-3297; ,
,
.
JD. 510.00 for non students ..
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BSU Push 5 for on-tr diti nol Programs

the School of Arts and ScienceS, . with financial aid programs and
director, said the program Is an dents due to Its location and
skills needed for surVival and
saldthat
the area of nontraditional
attempt to' debunk myths concer- average student age.
success In college.
'student education Is the area of
ning nontraditional students and
"The future of American unlAmong the workshops to be
higher
education
"I'm
most
conto demonstrate that' 'learning Is a ' . varsities and colleges Is In the
offered are small group and panel
If you're 22 years old and
. life-long process."
urban areas," Parker said. In the ' cerned about."
discussions on veteran's Issues,
attending Boise State" University,
Parker said that many older case of Idaho, .BSU Is at an
A1thol.l,gh Keppler said In the
competing effectlvc-ly In school,
. or contemplating retumlng, you
students underestimate their con- • advantage. "
are a member of the' fastest
past BSU'dld not do as much as It coping. with academic. and persotrlbutlons and potentlalfQrsuoParker said the average student
nalstress, financial Impact versus
growing college population in the
could have in the way of nontradicess as college students, becoming age at BSUls 28.
career opportunities, and resume
country-the nontraditional
stutional
student
programs,
changes
victimized by self-doubt and'
,"Fifteen
percent of the stuwriting and Interviewing
dent.
can
be
made,
within
budgetary
myths. ,
'
dents at BSU are women over 30, "
In an attempt to reach out to the
techniques.
limits, to allow more core curricu• ...Many older students don't he said.
One credit hour can be earned at
group with information about col- .
lum
offerings
at
night.
look at their own assets," he said.
~---------.
lege programs and career opporthe conference for a $10 fee.
Frequently, older students re-. Campus Digest 'News SerVice
Instructors and guest speakers
tunities, Boise State will present a
~e amou~t of. core ,;:~rr~
tumlng to college after .years of
in various disciplines will act as
(CPS)The Census Bureau r
offerings at night is tnsutflclent to
two-day conference, ".E MLC2 "
having been out of school,are
: 'Education Means' More Life
facilitators for the workshops.
ports that more than one third 0
allow flight students !o earn a
afraid that younger students don't
Choices," for the nontraditional'
The conference came about as
all college students are 25 years or
degree, Keppler said.
,want them In class.
student on Friday and Saturday, in
result of. research conducted by
older, Most of the older students
Keppler said the program could
, "Younger students do like older
Communication major and nontrathe BSU SUB Ballroom.
are enrolled on a part-time basis.
be corrected by seeing that one of
students in class," Parker said.
The conference will begin Friditional student Mercedes
The
report
also
shows
that
for
'
"Nontraditional students tend
day at 9:30 a.m, with a keynote
the first time since World War II, 'every three sections of a core
lV1cCarter.fv1ccarter the conferto be more serious and more
address in the Ballroom. Workthere are more women than men
course is offered at night.
ence coordinator.
directed," he said. 'They have
nrolied In college.
The conference will feature a
shops will convene at 11 a.rn, and
Susan Lucason and Sheri
responsibilities that younger stu. continue throiughout the day.
.Stevenson are associate conferseries
of
workshops
designed
to
dents don't have."
On Saturday, advtsors.and reence coordinators.
.acqalnt the nontraditional student
Parker said one indication of the
gistration materials will be avalaiwide-range acceptance of older
A study conducted by the ,
ble for anyone interested in late
students 'on campus Is the election' carnegie Council o~Highel: Edu~
registration.
'
of nontraditional student Sally ,cation predicted that by 1990, half
The conference's keynote speaThomas as student body presi- of all students in American colker will be Dr. Robert A. Pringle,
dent.
leges and universities will be
nationally known expert on nonBSU is Ideally suited for pro- nontraditional students. '
.
traditional student programs.
grams directed toward older stuDr.
William Keppler, dean of
Dr. Ben Parker, conference
But cost increases at private
(CPS)-The cost of going to college
I
schools may have gotten high
has hit record levels again.
'
enough to convince students who
·The most recent data,' released
would have enrolled at them to go
by the College Board, show that
the average tuition in private, , to public colleges instead, accortour-year schools skyrocketed by ding to some observers .
"The increases at private colle10.1 percent during the last acaimportant
one
In
this
fall's
electThe Snake River Alliance re- oppositlon to the storage of commges may make students think twice
demicyear,
to
$706.
If
that
wasn't
ions and in 1982 when the Govererclalradioactlve wastes at INEL
acted strongly Thursday to Gov.
about where they want to go to
enough, the tetal price of a college
nor's term is up. ",
since he was convinced that there
school,., warned Steve Leifman of
educatlon--including
housing,
John Evans' statement that it
The Alliance is part of the
was no altemative site available.
the Coalition of Independent Col.supplles,
and
tuition-increased
"may be economically unfeasible
Coalition for a Clean Acquifer, a
"Gov. Evans may be 'conlege and University Students.
even
more.
to eliminate every bit of the
vinced' that Idaho should accept state-wide organiiatlon of citizens
"And current' students may have
The. Board said an average
groups.
' :
radicactlve
material" currently
more radioactive wastes from outto ask themselves (If they can)
student
at
a
public,
four-year
The
Coallti.on
will
hold
a
rally
at
.
of-state, but many Idahoans are
being injected into the snake River
really afford to continue at the
school
to
spend
$3409
the INELon september 13 and will '
not," Jennings said.
Plain Acqulfer by .the Idaho
institution thev're at."
in 1sso;a1 ,a 12.7 percent Increase
call for full implementation of the
Jennings -Indicated that the
National Engineering Laboratory.
over 1979-80. Average costs In
Task ForCs'srecommendatlon.
radioactive waste issue "will be an
Snake River Alliance memoer
private, four-year colleges are up
14.3 percent, to $6082.
Steve Jennings
called
the
Inflation, of course, Is being
statement a "repudiation of the
blamed for the Increases. Since
Governer's
own . blue-ribbon
to
make
transfer
connections
and
Beginning Sept. 2 a new bus
the 1977-78 academic year, tuition
Radioactive Waste Task Force's
help ,control operating and mainpassenger loading plan, called
. has been pushed up 25-28 percent
tenance costs.
'
prl nciple recommendation. "
"skip-stops", will be introduced
at private schools, and 19-21
In December 1979 the task force
BSU passengerswill have time
by Boise Urban Stages on Univerpercent at public institutions.
to become familiar with the new
recommended
that
,"the
But Inflation Is not the sole
sity Blvd.
designated stops through an IntorDepartment of Energy stop the
Ken Pidjecin, B.U.S. assistant
source of the financial chaos
matlonal
program
conducted
by
practice of disposing of low-level
currently afflicting most of the
manager said the University Blvd. I B.U.S.
radioactive wastes to" the acquination's colleges and universities.
plan is the first of a state-wide : No passengers will be passed by
fer."
spurred somewhat by the 1979'
i
until
bus
stop
signs
are
Installed
program
to
"keep
bus
schedules
In what the Alliance called
A weekly feature of the Arbiter'
passageof California's Proposition
along
University
Blvd.
After
signs
reliable
by
trimming
the
time
It
"another major reversal of State
will be a randorn-as-posslble,
13
and.
other
cost-euttlnq
meaare installed, drivers will load
takes to cover the 20 city routes."
man-<ln-thp,-street poll, conducted
polley, "Evans announced Wedpassengers only. at those stopS. sures, many state legislatures
This plq]1 will also enable drivers
by an Arbiter staff writer .
nesday that he was Withdrawing
hav.ebecome more fiscally conserThis week the poll will pose a
. vatlve.
timely question to 50 students on
Furthermore, the recession has
campus.
It Is Intended as an
dwindled fat state budgets to
Informal barometer of the student
rib-showing levels. Some 20 states
mood and is neither designed nor
report declining .revenues, accorintended to be a scientifically
ding to Jacob Stampen; senior
accurate analysis of student
policy analyst at the American
opinions. Beginning next week,
AssociatiOn of State Colleges and
the number of students polled will '
Universities. Stampen said states
increase-l:o 100.
like Washington, with cutbacks In
This week, Arbiter staff writer
its iumber industry, and Michilaurie Lowe asked students:
gan, with auto production down,
By MarlanrieFlagg
News Editor

=
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Evans Pulls Opposition
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We still serve Dud on tap!

"Given the' choice between a
$40 fee increase or an institutional
declaration
of
financial
emergency, which would you
prefer?"

may be especially hard hit. Public
schools in those states can consequentlyexpect less state ~id.

Colleges Suffer
Revenue Loss

RESULTS:

,

35 (70%)
Campus Digest News Service:.
15 (30%)
(CPS)-Several california colleges and universities are sufferBy a wide margin, most stuing from the actors' strike. 'Many
dents polled said an increase was
of the major motion picture comInevitable.
panles use the local campuses to
As one student said, "why not,
create an Eastem college look everything else Is going up."
without all the trouble of expense
One student said an Increase
of going east.
USC, Pomona, was . preferable to losing good
CaUforna State University
at
Instructors
and lOWering the
Northrldgo, and UCLA are all
"quality of education."
favorite filming sites.
Another' student opposing. the
The revenue received from
Increase said .a declaration of
filming Is down as much as 50flnMclal
emeruencY might "help

percent at.some of the schools.

Fee increase
Financial emergency

-

get rid of

~n-eseentlal teScher&."

ARBITER,News, Wednesday,

ASBSUSu p rts
oney In r as
(UA)-On sept. 3, BSU Student
legalized sale of liquor on campus,
Body President sally Thomas
and a severence tax or1 cent sales
called an _emergency meeting of _tax levied through the state with
the Asasu l:ienate to vote on a
revenues directed towards education,
_
measure declaring student leader
support for the proposed $40 fee
In other senate business:
increase.
The resolution con°The Senate voted to' reallocate
$1000 appropriated to the Day
talned the following provisions:
Care Genter for classroom and
1. ASBS~ supports a temporary
learning equipment.
.fee increase of $40 per semesterfor full-time
students, $4 per
°The week of Sept. 8-13 has been
credlt hour' for part-time students,
proclaimed as Nontraditional
and $150 per semester for nonStudent Week.
resident students. By temporary,
ASBSU [intends) for the increase
to be effective during the Spring'
'81, Fall '81, and Spring '82
semesters only.
;2. ASBSU supports Boise State
administrators' decision for cuts
during the current fiscal year in
the following
categories and
amounts:
land acquisition,
$150,000; operations, $90,000;
salary savings, $100,000; and
capital improvements, $25,000.
3. ASBSU offers support for the
above items contingent upon there
being no declaration of financial
exigency made during the current
academic year.
The Senate also supported
efforts to generate additional
revenue through "program cutbacks and consolidation" measures, which would require inter- _
collegiate .athletics become selfsufficient (beginning with a phaseout of the students' athletic fees),
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HP Professional Calculators.

Because the most criticaltime
inyour professional career
is right now .

Student
Insurance
Automatic

Ask any professional about HewlettPackard calculators. You'll discover
they're the ones dedicated to solving your
problems. In the world of calculators
Hewlett-Packard means outstanding performance: the most advanced functions
and programming features to save you time
and increase accuracy; the most advanced
design to give you greater ease-of-use;
rigid quality control for flawless performance year after year; the most comprehensive and easy-to-read documentation; the
most extensive selection of software solutions so you can spend your time solving
problems instead of writing programs;
and Continuous Memory in programmable
models so you can retain your programs
and data, even when the calculator has
been turned off.
Hewlett-Packard features six different
calculators starting-at just S70! to provide professional solutions to problems in
science, engineering-and business throughout your academic and professional career.

at

Many students
Boise State
are unaware that all full-time (8 or
more credit hours per semester)
students are automatically included In the University'S medical
insurance plan, the cost of the
insurance belna' part of their
full-time fees.
The student
medical plan covers students at
home, at school, or while traveling
for twenty-four hours a day during
the polley period. In order to make
a clalm on the policy students need
only to fill out a claim form available at the Student Health Genter
located across the street from
campus Elementary scnoot, If a
student
Is away from
the
University,during illness or Injury
a claim can be made if the student
obtains a receipt for medical
services and presents this receipt
to the Health Genter upon returning to campus.
Although all full-time students
are automatically covered by student insurance the insurance is not
mandatory.
Those wishing to
receive a refund on their student
insurance can do so by contacting
the campus insurance representattve, Bob Bower, In- the ASBSU
office, located on the second floor
of the Student Union Building.
Claims for insurance refunds for
the 1980 Fall semester must be
made by September 30.

HP·32E
HP-33C

Scientific
with Statistics
Programmable
Scientific
with Continuous
Memory
l-IP-.14C AdvancedPro~rammilble
Scientific
with
Continuous
Memory
IIP-37E
Business
HP·3HC Advanced
Financial
Programmable
with
Continuous
Memorv
HP-41C Alphanumeric
Full Performance
withContinuous
Memory

.o

So visit a Hewlett-Packard dealer now. Then
make the professional decision: buy an HP.
For details and the address'of your nearest
dealer. CALLTOLL-FREE 800-547-3400.
Department 6581\1, except from Hawai:
or Alaska.
Oregon, call 758-1010. Or
write: Hewlett-Packard. 1000 N.E. Circle
Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330. Dept. 6581\1.

In

.Su,Iu:estcd retail price cxcludinc
applicable state and
local taxes-Continental
U.S.A., Alaska anti Hawaii.
hiD/OK

c'

Free PIPPposters

HEWLETT

Available Again

PACKARD'

The Poetry in Public Pieces
(PiPP) poster series will be available for the fifth year this fall from
Boise State University.
The colorful free posters with
poetry- written by BSU students
will be printed in a series of eight;
four ot which will be mailed out
during fall semester, andfcur
during the spring.
,~."'.- ,.

. .

..
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Draft Protestors Claim
Become a part of one of the
most active & dynamic Athletic
booster organizations in the- countryThe Bronco Athletic Assoclotion
Become a Student Member of the BAA;
Your.S10 tax deductible contribution
Entitles You'to:
Membership Card & Student Decal
e Free Admission to BAA borbecue.
Friday 5:30 Municipal Parl< 7

(1)

, For further information

Call 385-3556 or stop by the BAA office in the Varsity Center

Re tstrotlon A Failure
.
The Selective Service. System
Th.e follo.wlng Collegeo:r~~~ . reports it stili doesn't know -what
Service article ff?Cuses
'percentage
of the population comnational p~rspec~lVe of the
plied with the law.
ov.em
draft registratIOn.
"
Paul Mocko of Selective. Service
Next week, the Arbiter WII!c~ver says the agency "won't have very
th~ movement from a tocei vlew~ reliable numbers until October,"
point.
Yet because of the rumors and
. (CPS)-David Hartman, a· 19- wldespread speculat~on, "we will
year-old political science junior at publish a less reliable set of
Callfornia-Berkely,
remembers
preliminary figures." At our pr~ss
the confusion started when he first
time, the agency had temporanly
read about military registration
delayed publication of the flguCes.
last January. It hasn't ended yet.
"No' one knows yet," Macko
"At first I thought, 'There's no says. "It's that simple."
way I'm going to register,' " he
Similarly, no on~ knows h?w
recalls. "But then I thought of the many people reglst~red With
consequences." Fail ureto register written protests on their forms"
can bring penalties of five years In
Mm:ko points out that notes like
prison and a $10,000 fine.
'" intend to file for conscientious
Not knowing what he should do, objector status" written on the
he consulted friends and family,
forms. "mean nothing taus now,
though '" knew what they would' mostly because we don't want any
say." '" had no one to turn to."
Information
on classification
Hartman ultimately decided to now."
.
.
"
. t I' but his confusion perYet Selective Service keeps the
regis e ,
.
card on microfilm, so we can see
sists. "I can say I won't go and the message If and when it
fig~tln a war," he states, and becomes relevant.
We'd much
then adds with a reflective smile:
rather have people do that (write a
"Of course, it's easy to talk now. protest message on the card) than
When the time comes... "
not register at all."
He stresses
So it went this summer as the sentiment applies to those who
approximately four million young still haven't registered, too.
men across the country tried to
Many anti-registration groups
make up their minds what to do advised eligible males to wrlte
about
military
registration.
messages on the forms both as a
Hartman's confusion was typical
legal means of protest and as a
of the four men College Press precedent for applying for conService followed "through their
sclentious
objector
status.
decision making.
"Theoretically, 'it has no legal
As James DeVoto of Atlanta put
standing. But we recommend that
It: "There was no way to be right you keep copies,"
about this."
Much of that kind of counseling
DeVoto,' Hartman, and David _ took place directly at post offices
Sarardi of Cleveland finally de- during registration.
cided to register. All recorded on
Near
the
University
of
their registration forms that they
Tennessee in Knoxville,
for
were .complying with. the law
example, leafletters distributed
under protest. "I was too scared handy "I am registering In pronotto register," DeVoto explains,
test" stickers to put on reglstra"but I feel like I'm chickenshit for
tion forms.
being scared, My protest note
A group called Movement
doesn't make me feel like a man."
Against the Draft roamed northern
. All four young men-the one
IIIinols post offices with flyers
who has yet to register requested advising registrants what they
anonymlty-vhad
little. trouble
should write on their forms (a
finding . advice during
their
statement that the registrant
ordeals. A bewildering number of
wouldn't surrender his right to
protest groups completed tor their
privacy and what not to write on
attention. Though DeVoto was the
the forms (his social security
only one to seek out counseling 0 number).
help, all' encountered
lot of
Inevitably, there were comprotest literature. plaints that some of the counsenng
The Central Committee for
was too general and even counterConscientious Objectors, based in
productive.
Philadelphia,dlstributed
"over
The Minnesota Public Interest
100,000" protest cards nationally
Research Group concentrated on
for people to record their anger;
defining three general choices for rSteve Gullclc, Philadelphia coorpotential registrants: they qpuld
dinator for the _War Resisters evade registration, apply for conLeague, estimated "about 20,000 scientlous objector status, or
have filled out tne cards."
"register and fight."
Vincent Cobb of the American
David Barardl, an ta-vear-otd
Friends Service Committee, an
soda salesman In Cleveland, felt
anti-war group associated with the
the c.o, counseling was rnlsQuakers, "couldn't even begin to
leading.
estimate" the number of ooun"I'd pretty much decided to
seling letters his group distributed
register as a c.o: after I talked to
to 18- and 19year-olds across the
some
antl-draft
guy
from
country.
Cleveland State orsomewhere,"
"We didn't necessarily walt for
he says. Barardi went to register
people to coma to us,". Cobb
only to find there was no "box to
understates, He says the Friends'
check. I asked the clerk at the
Denver office alone culled 52,000
counter, but he didn't know anynames and addresses from drivers
thing. He was Just a clerk."
license records, and sent them
Sarardi, . angered upon dis-'
letters explaining. what options
covering conscientious. objector
were available;
status was .not possible at the
Protest leaders are bullish about
moment,says he "winged It" by
the results of such efforts.
writing "I protest" on his ~orm.
At different points during the
He had hoped there'd be "some
registration
process, protest
protesters"al
the post office to
leadars. astlmated· that anywhere
give him last"mlnute acMce, but
from a half million to two mlJllon
"they were just there the first day"
people refused to register.
I guess."
.

~~r"

m.

==~~~~~=~~~~=~=====~============
Name:
_
Address:

......

Return To: Bronco Athletic Associatiqn
1910 University Dr.
Boise, ID 83725

THE BEST MEET
MARKET

IN TOWN.

a

There's no better place around to make new friends. Or uu-et your old
ones. Not to mention, geUI great meal.
The campus dining facility.
Convenient. Fun. And reasonably priced.
With a variety of flexible meal plans to choose from.
And a wide selection of foods at everv meal.
So sign up $0011. It's-simple. It's healthy. It's delicious.
And the best part is, no matter when you come, we're alway,; ruokin.

THE CAMPUS MEAL PLAN.
Food for thought.

Sign..up todovl in the Cast)iers I
Office. For more details, see
your Food Service Director.
SfudentUnion Building
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Washington, D.C. (CPS)- Those
know which one yet."
St. Dennis says "It would be
who refused to participate
In
Rumors that Selective Service
premature" to describe what the
military registration during the
plans to track evaders through
Justice Dept. will do when It gets
summer
probably won't
start
Census Bureau, Social Security,
evaders' names, regardless of how
feeling legal heat froin the governand even school registration lists
they're obtained.
.
ment until October, according to a
have been met by counter-threats.
He points out that not all those
Selective Service System official.
Census Bureau Director Vincent
cases turned over to the Justice
Paull\i1ocko of Selective Service
Barraba maintains that "lntormaDept. would end up In trial.
says his agency most likely won't
tlon gathered through the census
Between July, 1964 and June,
begin referring names of 18- and
Bureau will remain strictly confi1973, St. Dennis says,Selectlve
19-year-old non-registrants to the
dential, as stipulated by the law."
Service referred to the Justice
Justice Dept. for prosecution until
American Civil liberties' Union'
Dept. 186,711 names of possible
"we get everybody Into the data
laWyer David Landau charges that
draft lawvlolaters.
Yet only about
base."
using any other government lists
six percent of those were actually
"That's our main prlortty and
would violate the privacy Act Gf tried.
Five percent of the total
will remain our rnaln priority
1974. He promises the ACLU will
were ultimately convicted.
through October. Then the acti- , sue if Selective Service spokesNearly 85 percent of the indictvity will probably center on enMary Ellen Levesque says
ments during the era were disforcing compliance with the law."
her agency would seek a waiver of
missed before trial .because the
. I\i1ocko was unsure what that
the Privacy Act "If it's really
accused violator finally agreed to
"activity" would be. "Right now
necessary.' '
obey the law, S1. Dennis says.
our plans are pretty sketchy."
Normally the Selective Service
System
Identifies
possible
evaders, and the Justice Dept.
investigates and prosecutes them.
"There Is no way I can speculate
what action the (Justice) department might take" when It gets
names from Selective Service,
says Justice Dept. spokesman
Dean St. Dennis.
St. Dennis maintains that, without knowing what the caseIoad
might be, Justice has not yet even
made any internal organizational
moves to accomodate the added
work.
Most government officials contacted for this story chose not to
,dwell on enforcement measures,
There have been scattered reports
that the Garter Administration
intends to defer energetic pursuit
of evaders
until
after
the
November election. .
.
An anonymous
"SeleCtive
Service official" was quoted In a
July Wall Street Journal article as
saying' the government planned a
"soft"
approach toward' nonregistrants.
But the report
prompted
angered Selective Service Director
Bernard Rostker to warn: "This is
not Mickey Mou~e. It's not 'haha'
catch me If you can.' A person
who fails to register is a felon.
Make no mistake about It."
'''The kid who throws down the
gauntlet to the government will be
prosecuted," Rostker told the New
York Times' in August. .
.
Until
then,
however,
the
government Is giving people the
chance to register late.
I\i1ocko recalls that In 1972,
when he- began working
for
Selective
Service,
"about
85
percent registered on time, and
about 15 percent registered late .
.Of course at that time the draft
and the war were the big Issues,
not registration. '.'
So the system will walt until
later In the fall to discover: "who
One real-world lesson you'll-learn in
ness functions.
we don't. have, " Mockosays.
schoolis the importance ofproductiv-:.1
Pre-programTo do so "I'm sure there'll be .
ity. Time you spend doing the math
med with busisome comParison" between the'
part of the problem is time you can't
ness functions
list of registrants and "some
.spend learning concepts.
for time-value
. other data base, though we don't
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These two Tfcalculators can help you
handle courses in math, in .science, or business,
No~ andin the real workl,

Retention is
Major Problem
.
.

,

Campus Digest News
College and university presidents are concerned about the
effects of declining enrollment In
the next 10 years.'
,
Researchers at the University of
Northern Iowa conducted a survey
to find out what worried college
presidents most. The presidents
surveyed. felt .that the·' financial
problems they are suffering due to
Inflation would be overshadowed
by the problems of .retaining
stUdeitta In iheyee18 ~.

TN

A 'Iexas Instruments professional
of money; statiscalculator will help make your study
tics, profit mar.time more productive. And it can also
gin. And other
'
'.
help you move into the world o~a propro~lems ,y'ou'llencounter
fessional,A world where knowmgthe
buainess school. Other capabilities Inconcept is only part of the soi?tion: , elude percent, squares; logs, and
Bringing out the answer requires a
powers. Its 14o-pagebook, "Keys to
working knowledge of a powerful
Money Management"(a $4.95 value),
personal calculator.
..
. has. step- by -step instructions plus
Economical TI Business Analyst-.
sample problems. It's an extra value
with Statistics and advanced buai- ,with every BA-I.

it:.. .

c

Texas lnsinltnmlstechno!ogy

The TI-55 advanced slide rule
with statistics and programmability.
This capable calculator has AOS
easy entry system, statistical functions, 10memories, 9 levels of paren, thesis, trig, powers and roots, plus
programmability. Its book, "Calculator Decision MalOilgSourcebook'! (a
$4.95 value), helps you get all the
power pre-programmed into the TI-55.
Seethe whole line ofTI
Firl~.rs
calculators at your college
Innova;,1on
bookstore or other retailer.
~

-.; bringing affordable

"'!htclemark of'lelias Instruments

Incorpo~.

.

ekctron!cs to yourjingertips.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

4$731

•
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With all the stealth of an elephant, charge, Mr. Abbie
Hoffman-Yipple leader, member of the boerd of the Chicago Seven,
author of Steal This Book, and showman extraordlnaire-tromped back
into the center ring of America's media circus. The Hoffman of the
Sixties always had a smooth aptitude for grabbing headlines and the
Hoffman of the Eighties apparently hasn't lost the old touch. It was
this facility of Hoffman's to achieve notoriety that' otten brought
charges from his critics that he was Involved in the movement more
for the benefit of his own ego than for the furthering of political
Ideals. But regardless of whether Hoffman was a mere showman
using the political arena of the sixties for his stage, or a dedicated
idealist, the actions of Hofman .dld a lot to bring the ideals of the
movement sharply to the attention of those In power and to eventually
see some of the Ideals the movement was struggling become realities.
Hoffman struck out at orthodoxy at a time when It was both necessary
and dangerous to do so: for this' Hoffman deserves some respect.
However, "'lith the old, irreverent Hoffman in mind, it was quite
disconcerting to hear the new Hoffman say that he had come In from
hiding because he thought that the political climate in America was
better. Better? Better in only the most superficial ways. It is true that
dope Isalmost legal (in some states), that the draft Is gone (for now),
and that the war in Vietnam did end (when Nixon was good and ready
for it to end); but when measured against the yardstick of what was
sought during the Sixties, nothing real Iy basic has changed. Toys like
the M-X system, cruise mlssles and stealth planes brlnQ us closer to
the brink of total war whan we were during the very height of the
Vietnam era. Our next President will very likely be either
fear-monger of the worst sort or a conformist pseudo-liberal, and, as
the Miami riots proved, racial equality is stili a long way off. If
Hoffman really believes that America has a better political climate
than when he went Into' hiding, maybe he really Is the misguided
youth that the Agnews of America always claimed he was. But trying
to guess what an ace bullshlter like Hoffman Is really thinking Is like
trying to predict the weather west of the Mississippi, a Job for fools
and Easterners.
DB

It is common knowledge by now
that the State Board of Education,
at its meet'lng last week, decided
formally to consider the imposition
of an additional $50 per semester
fee to full-time students at Idaho's,
universities. Idaho's universities
included, of course, Boise State
University.
, Given the facts anyone who
would or had to take the time to
hear them; the question before us
is not "how do we block a fee
Increase?"rather the question is
"how do we keep that increase
within manageable bounds?" The
answer does not lie with students,
nor with administrators, nor with
the Board. That answer lies with
the Idaho State Legislature.
It is not a moment too early to
start working on that legislature to
get fair funding for higher education. The one thing legislators
listen to is the call of re-election.
This is an election year and those
who want to take a part in making
this state's decisions are paying
close attention to what their
constituents say.
Students at Boise State can
vote-most of them don't.
And

The Innocent Bystander

r
.

ant
It seems that theBAA's offer of a brass name plate to any non-BSU
student who donated $50 or more to the Pavillion almost back-fired on
them. The U of Istudent body president and senate got together $50
and donated it to the Pavillion fund on the condition that their brass
name plate read "Vandals are #1. " 'The BAA refused theIr .offer on
unspecified grounds, which hardly seems the sporting thing to do.
Maybe the BAA will change their mind If they get desperate enoughGod knows they need all the help they can get.
DB

family, and your friends vote in,
then contact the candidates for
state representative and senator
and ask them what they will
'support to fund higher education: student fees (tuition] or
more appropriated,
dollars
(which
may mean a tax
increase;
3)Share the wealth. Pick up the
phone and cal~home or write a
letter to tell people you know
how to vote and why. And don't
forget to. call the legislative
candidate and tell them why you
will work for or against hislher
election, then work. Above all,
same.
be visible as an interested
Here is a four-fold path to
constituent.
progress that must be followed if
4)Vote
we want any Influence with the .
The next election will be two
1982 legislature.
years from now. An unsympa1)call the Legislative
Publ ic
thetic legislature
could - push
Information Center, 334-2000, or
through a tuition bill this next
come to the ASB Offices and ask
January secure in the knowledge
for a list of how State Legislators
that people do forget and will
voted on last year's tuition bill.
before the following election. Now
Those who voted yes voted for
is the time to act.
students to continue to shoulder
Of course, we could always kick
the brunt of the costs for higher .. back and let someone else do it for
education;
us-or is that let someone else do it
2)Find out what district you, your
to us?

that is precisely why legislators
listen only partially, if at all, to
students.' This. is the year for
change. This is the year for BSU
students to become active polltically ...And this is the time of the
year to do It, and to do it visibly.
Students at Boise State will
continue to bear an increasing cost
of higher education-with insufficient support from the other
citizens of the state, unless we
gain that support in the political
arena. The State Board moved to
tell the State Legislature how
badly underfunded is higher education. Now It isour turn to do the

T
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Ito a stimulating evening out.
"Do have one of these hot
Bavarian cheese puffs with artificial mushroom chips," she said,
passing the hors d'oeuvres. "I
think you will be amused by 'the
hint of trisodium Inoslnate-even
though Food & Drug Admlnlstra.tton studies Indicate that It can
cause Indigestion in laboratory
It was scarcely a year ago, for rats. "
. Vamplew, ,the noted coQsumer
Isaid Ithought I'd try one of the
advocate and author of the bestreconstituted hard-boiled eggs In,seiling You Are What You Ate.
I In addition to espousing the stead. Francine said she hoped I
cause of truth
in labeling,
wasn't allergic to calcium pantoFrancine Is a marvelous cook and thenate. Glynda asked what the
\ we were looking forward eagerly dip was.
"on, it's copper glutlnate, riboflavin phosphate and a feW minced
clams," said Francine. I was glad
when she announced dinner was
served as Iwas getting hungry.
The first course was mock turtle
soup. Francine rose and tapped
her glass with her spoon. "This
mock turtle soup, you should
know," she said, "contains mock
flavoring, mock coloring, mock
parsley, mock carcinogens and
real artificial preservatives."
"Oh, I do think people should
eat more artificial preservatives,"
said Glynda, always one to compliment the hostess-. "I'm sure they
make you look younger."
The soup was Iollowed by
monosodium gtutinate, droxylpropyl, sodium caseinate and a
little lettuce.
"That's the best
droxylpropyl I've ever tasted,"
said Glynda. "Wherever did you
get It?"
"Ch, I know this little pharrracist," said Francine, modestly
batting her eyelashes.
The entree, Francine" Informed
us, wafi "a basic Ferrous Sulfate
Quiche la Dow with a touch of
pyrodoxine hydrochloride _to add
est." .

It was bound to happen. Americans are groWing Increasingly
concerned about what they Ingest
and the food labeling laws are
consequently growing increasingly
severe. Butwhat of the poor souls
who are invited out to dinner and
must garhble blindly on the scientific judgment of their hosts?

a

'

by Arthur Hoppe
"Gosh, Mom never made
quiche III<ethat," I said.
"But you haven't had a bit
yet," said Francine.
"I ate at the drug store," I said.
Glynda said she simply must
have Francine's recipe for "th
incredibly delicious folic acid
sauce" on the string beans-If,
indeed, they were string beans;
Francine
said they were,
indeed, string beans and the
recipe was right out of the Du Pont
Gourmet Cookbook, the one titl
"Better
living'
through
Chemistry. "
."It's really simple," she said;
"Arst you mlx two grams of a1ph
tocopheryl acetate with a pinch of
zinc oxide In a mortar with a
pestle. Then, in a warm test
tube ... "
But I was no longer listening. I
had 'just decided to go on the
Miracle Six-Day ~o-Cal Diet.
*
• ,
That saved me from the dessert
of monacalein phosphate (a substance, Francine explained, which
"regulatestartness")
tarts.
These were followed by "assorted
after-dlnner artificial flavorings."
"But please don't mix the
banana mocha with the lemon
butterscotCh," she warned, "
they ..can produce an, adve
chemical reaction which releases
crowd-control agent.' ~
After wamlng us to, watch fo
signs of dizziness, drowsiness 0
disorientation for' the I)ext·
hours, Francine bid us all a cheery
good night..
..•
.. On the way home, Glynda asked
me If I stili favored consum
education and truth In labeling
laWS. I.said I preferred eating.
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potential for education-but not In
Comrnoners
The Politics of
Energy (1979) and the political, its institutional aspects, those
parts of the university which Mark
platform of the newly formed
Twain would have called schooling
Citizens' PartY;S2513thSt. N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20004. Even and which exist to maintain the
status quo and to perpetuate the
Commoner. would agree,though,
privileges of a fortunate few. To
that an explodlnq population
prove that my belief in the saving
makes scarce resources disappear
power of education is no more and
more quickly, increases the interno less than faith, I'll close with a
national tensions that can lead to
war, and damages the envlron-. poem by Emily .Dickinson, who
ment in countless ways that may' saw that everything-salvation arid
one day prove to be fatal. The destruction-rests with us:
wise student will try to learn more
The Brain-is wider than the Sky
about these matters by spending a
For-put them, side by si<;legood part of his free time in the
periodicals section of the library. , The one the other will contain
With ease-and You-beside- '
D> you think that I exaggerate?
Are you telling yourself that you
. The Braln is deeper than the seacan't change all that, so why
For-hold them-Blue to Blue- '
worry? You're waiting for me to
The
one the other will absorbexpand on my reference to the
As Sponges-Buckets-doCitizens' Party with the usual plea
that you swallow some party line,
right? I admit that I think we can The Brain Is just the weight of God
For-Heft them-Pound for Pound
avoid catastrophe, but I haven't a
true believer's faith in the solu- have any better lunch?
Ps ~yllable from Soundtions which seem wisest to me at
the moment. I do have faith in the
university-in
its students, its
Jim Maguire,
faculty, and its library; in its
English Department

Was it Mark Twain who said
expands by some 200,000 each
what happens when an atomic
that a student should be careful
day; that's more than an extra
bomb falls on a city, then' read
not to let his schooling interfere
Idaho each week and a whole new
John Hersey's Hiroshima and
with his education? Whcever said
U.S. every three years. Although
multiply by thousands the horrors
it was r'ight. Students of the 1980s he describes if you want to arrive
some encouraging signs point to a
should give special heed to
at the sense of what an all-out - slow-down in the boom, exponenTwain's advice,,for what is said in
tial growth seems almost inevinuclear war would be like in 1980.
the classrooms of our nation's
table for the next half century. In
We can destroy the Russians many
3,000 universities-BSU includedtimes over; they can kill all of us only a few classes at BSU san a
often never touches on the single
student learn about the complexiseveral times for good measure.
most important fact of our time:
tles of the population problem .•
The fact is part of the strategy of
namely, that the human race is the Soviet-American nuclear arms
Start your self-educatlon with a
perched on the brink of annihilarace arid is called Mutual Assured. reading of Paul R. Ehrlich's The
Population Bomb (1968) and with
tion. The vast majority of college
Destruction, known by. its very
Philip Appleman's edition (1976)
courses seldom If ever ask stuappropriate acronym: MAD. Few
of An Essay on the Principle of
dents to reflect upon humankind's
if any classes at BSU will ask you
Population by Thomas MciJthus.
perilous situation; and tbat class- to think about MAD or about the
Of course, the mere presence of
proposed MX missile system,
room oversight is why students
must take it upon themselves to
which Is our current $100,000,000, additional billions of people won't
automatically mean the demise of
become truly educated, to become 000 escalation ,of the nuclear
the human species. In fact, the
rv'ADness."But you'd better learn
informed about and to consider the
presidential candidate for the
terrifying consequences that may about it and you'd better think
Citizens'
Party,
Dr.
Barry
about it if you care at all for
follow from our .actlons or our
Commoner, has argued cogently
humankind.
inaction. Unfortunately, a number
that better social organization, a'
The only explosive force which
of roads lead in the direction of
more equitable distribution of
matches that of the Bomb is
human extinction.
goods and services, and a wiser
The most obvious path to de- humankind itself-the population
use of resources would make it
struction remains the one that we .exploston, the second avenue to
possible for us to sustairi a
discovered at Hiroshima and
obliteration.
With more than
population considerably greater
Nagasaki thirty-five years ago. If 4,000,000,000people on the globe,
than the I present one.
See
the earth's human population
ouhave only a vague notion of

l tt rs T T
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Reaganfor President?---be far more serious. Our nation
,
cannot tolerate such a blatantly
Just a few weeks into his
simple-minded leader.
presidential campaign, Ronald
Reagan already has made a lions'
cathy Hancock
share of verbal blunders.
The
strong public reaction to some of
his recent statements should warn
Editor, the Arbiter:
us of the potential consequencesof
electing this man as president.
29 year old white male prisoner.
Mr. Reagan recently voiced his
Am very lonely. Without familyor
support for the re-establishment of
friends. Wish to correspond with
"official" relations between the
male or female students. No'racial
U.S. government and Taiwan dehangups. To share ,lifestyles &
spite the fact that Washington
experiences. Answer all letters.
rscoqnizes Peking as . the only
Daniel Testerman
legitimate government of China.
BoxB36800
With a few words, Mr. Reagan not
Florence, Ariz 85232
only infuriated
nine-hundred
million
Chinese,
but
also
threatened the stability of a delicete political relationship between
Peking and the U.S.. Successful
U.S. foreign policy requires a Editor, the Arbiter:
perceptive leader experienced
Death Row prisoner, male, age
with the lntrlcacles of international
diplomacy.
The United States 29, .deslres correspondence with
cannot afford to elect a leader either male or 'female colfege
whose diplomatic "skills" consist students. Wants to form some
kind of friendly type relationship
primarily of an ability to alienate
. large numbers of people with rash, and more or less just exchange
past experiences and ideas. Will:
blunt statements.
In a .reoent campaign speech, answer all letters and exchange
pictures. If Interested write to:
Mr. Reagan stated that the
Luis Mata, Box B-;;in68, Florence,
Vietnam War was a "noble
cause." One wonders how it is Arizona 85232.
possible to consolidate a decade of
Sincerely Yours,
raging controversy into two words.
LuisMata
Mr. Reagan has also publicly
questioned the theory of evolutlPn
and accused President Carter of
creating "a very severe depresAn open letter to all BSU students:
sion." When asked If he perhaps
meant to use the word recession,
, All students Interested In conRaagan stated that he was
servation and the wise use and
speaklngof
depression In the
management of Idaho's rich
"human" sense.
natural resources are invited to
The contention. that
Mr.
attend this year's first meeting of
Reagan, If elected, will surrouna
the Boise State-University Cdnserhimself with competent advisors
vatlon Group. This meeting, will
who will effectively muzzle his
be held at 5:00 PM on Monday,
thoughtless statements Is quessept. ~S in the caribou Room of
tionable. His current campaign
the Student Union Building.
adVisors have not been able to do
Past group activities have Inso; why should future advisors
cluded lobbying for legislation
have any better luck?
creating the Snake River' Birds of
Thus far, the damage has been
Prey National Conservation Ar,ea.
done primarilY to his own camsubmitting comments on EnVironpaign. However, w.ecannot afford,
mental Impact Statements, particito elect Reaganto a position where pating In televised debates, batthe consequences of naivete' .will
Guest Opinion

Alone···-------

PleaseWrite---

Conservation /,--

Robison as well as helping to elect
Dr. Richard McCloskey (BSU
Biology prof.) to the'Idaho senate.
Furthermore, we wi II be supporting other Idaho legislators who
have good environmental voting
records in this election year.
Our group is action oriented.
Please don't show up unless you:
are willing to be put to work and

t1ing the Sagebrush Rebellion and
supporting the creation of the
River of No Return Wilderness
Area.
Upcoming activities this year
will include commenting on the
Bureau of Land Management's
,Wilderness Review, working to
help re-elect Idaho senator Frank
Church and state senator- Ken

ott a job"

G)

0

SA

want to contribute in some way to
the group. But if you care about wilderness and wildlife, air and
water quality, scenic areas, and
are Willing to work for positive
changes, we can use you. Join us.
Bi II Laurance
President,
, BSU Conservation Group

.Careerl

Become an asslstant to a physician or dentist in 14 weeks
The AtJlIUUC.N!J Institute of Medical-Dental Technology offers:

'*

Morning, ~flernoon and evening classes

*. Modular classes
* Continuous enrollment

'*
'*
'*
'*

Informal
o
Maximum 15 students per class
Qualified instructors
Personalized Instruction

•

"" Career gUidan~e
"" Internship
"" Placement assistance

*
*

Low tuition _
Modern laboratories

* Member

State private school association

'* Diploma awarded
O'

,

Classes are now forming.

CAll

CAREERSwithout college!
for details!

,

American

lns.tituteol Medical-Dental

Technology

EMERALD. PROFESSIONAL PARK - 6152 EMERALD ST. BOISE;, IDAHO 83704
,',

(justsouth 01St,Alphonsus HOSPital).

'
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wolves, life without a bankcard is
If you have had much opportuabout as pleasant as Intermediate
nity to deal with the merchants of
Accounting on· a Wild Turkey
Boise you probably already know
hangover. For the above reasons I
that they welcome a check with the
decided that a bankcard I must
same warmth and pleasure that
have. It couldn't be very hard to
the Romans would have shown to a
get one; after all, I had been
barbarian and his pet elephant
come to town for a little rape and. . baI!king at the same bank for
eleven years without letting my
pillage. "Come on," I. say to a
balance get lower than $1.37 more
pimple faced assistant manager
than once or twice.
Full. of
who probably sleeps in his red optimism I turned my face towards
courtesy vest, "I have just shown Bankland and scratched off.
J
you five forms of picture 1'.0., the
Upon entering the bank I went
deed to my house, and my
up to a smiling women, told her of
fraternity's secret handshake.
my desire, and was instantly
Can't you possibly accept a
directed to an unsmiling woman
check?" "Nope, " says AI bert who's nameplate Identified her as
Einstien in Acne, "ya gotta have a Mrs,Borgia, Her resemblance.to
a bankcard."
the Dragon Lady In the old 'Terry
A bankcard, for those of you and thePlrates" comic strip was
who aren't proxy to all the inside uncanny. "Hi," I said in my best
conspiracy' infortrn{lgn which .. r.
Eddie Haskel voice, "I would like
hearfrom my buddy Phill Phobia,
to get a bankcard, I want to take
(a man so caught up in plots that
he keeps petltloriinq the govern- my place in society." In the pause
before her answer I was suddenly
ment to re-investigate the cain/
Abel case as a possible conspi- made aware by the way Dragon
ricy), is a ploy by wallet manu- Lady's X-ray stare was aimed at
facturers to add extra plastic to my chest that I had already made
American wallets, thus making mistake number one-never wear a
them wear out faster. The wallet
trust has done such a good job that t-shirt with the name of a non-Ivy
unless you live in Allalacia or thp. League school emblazoned on it
Yukon Territory, where check when trying to impress anyone in
writers are commonly fed to the tlle money business. It is the moral

you use when the boss comes over
to dinner?" "How many years
have you hved at your present
address?" (years? I move every 6
months as a matter of principle.)
"List five people, incomes over
$20,000 a year, who would lay
down their lives for you In combat." "Give a three letter word for
a river in England." (I got that
one, The Wye. It proved to be the
only one I did geL)
Knowing when I'm beat I resolved to carry cash. Walking to a
trash can close to the fire-breathing financier's desk I loudly ripped
up the form and' said "Screw it"
but not as loudly as I would like to
think that I did.
I read that the Stolkholm,

equivalent of wearing a butchers
apron to your murder trial. "You
know," hissed D.L., "that you
have to have money In your
account to have an Ultra Gold
Eagle V Insturmentator card?"
.Plpplnq
back in somewhat
abashed Eddie talk I responded,"
"Uh yeh, sure. I got money." _
"Well fili this form out and if you
finish bring It back to me," said
Lizzard Woman as she went back
to foreclosing on orphanages or
whatever she was doing before I
shambled into her sphere of
,influence."Ah, a form,"

I thought as I

walked back to the leatherette
couch next to the ddn'king fountain, "I'm on home turf now."
Five years of working for the
government had taught me one or
two thousand things about filling

Youn

Call 385-1464
& place yours

today.

c:
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emus Dies

The 'Dungeon Master' Suicide
was not a Dungeons and Dragons
Victim at all, insist the fellow
students of apparent suicide
James Dallas Egbert iii.
Egbert, 17 at the time of his
death, disappeared from the Michigan' State campus for 28 days
last summer. A private Investigator theorized the disappearance
was related to an elaborate Dungeons and Dragons game. The
investigator found Egbert well in a
Texas motel room, but hasn't
revealed any further details.
A year later, on Aug. 17, Egbert
died of apparently self-inflicted
gunshot wounds in Dayton, where
he'd lived since the 1979 Incident.
But Egbert's acquaintances at
Michigan State now vehemently
disagree with popular speculation

out forms. These bank clowns
could take lessons from the lowest
Forest Service grunt on how to
write a confusing, prying, impossible to fill out form. Unfortunately for me the bank apparently
had taken more than one lesson.
The form didn't even get around to
last name first, first name last
unttl page seven. "Who was your
Grandmother's favorite stock car
driver?" "What kind of crystal do

Sweden police department once
mounted a campaign to stamp out
bad check writing by. making
merchants more- cautious about
accepting checks, It became so
tough to write a check in Stolkholm
that. everybody took to carrylnq .
cash, and the figures for bad check
writing plummeted to an all time
low as a result. The police would
have been really pleased with their
successful campaign except for
one minor detail: violent mugging
statistics suddenly went through
the ceiling. Mugging had become
more profitable with· all of the
people carrying cash. When they
find my battered, half-dead body
next to my empty wallet, you can
than the bankcard for it. .

Egbert was "disturbed"
by the
fantasy game or even his homosexuality. Phil Boyer of MSU's
Lesbian/Gay
Council
says
Egbert's homosexuality "was not
an extraordinary problem."
Few professed to knowlnc
Egbert well, but all discount the
sensational gossip. They attribute
Egbert's problems to being a
precocious ts-year old freshman.
"dumped in a dorm" with older,
more mature people, as one
member of the campus Tolkien
Fellowship put it.
Egbert's "fairly obvious" problem, adds fellowship President
Marjorie Foster, was that "when
you're very smart you sometimes
get isolated. He needed some time
to grow up. I think he was very
lonely. "
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Punch
DefaultS.

Decreasing
Campus Digest News
The National Direct Student Loan
program has reported a drop in the
number of student defaults 'on
student loans. It is the first
decrease in the history of the
progrnm.
.
In 1979 the default rate was 16
percent as compared to 17.4
percent default rate in 1978. .
, The highest number of defaults
are from Guam. North Dakota has
"the lowest default rate.

Tables

Turned

(CPS)-Oregon's teachers' handbook's section on plagiarism was
lifted from Stanford's teacher's
handbook. A student who'd taken
courses at both ,universities dis. covered the crime while looking up
professors to write recommendations for him. "The thing that
upset me most was the hypocrisY," says student Tak Sukekane.
The discovery led to a round of
apologies. Both Oregon and Stanford officials excused. it as "an
oversight."
Though Sukekane
continues to accuse Oregon of
"willful stupidity," Oregon grad
school Dean Aaron Novick says the
teachers handbook is being rewritten.

ols'!. LA. T1mcs Synd.

o 1930. Punch PulJls. Ltd.

"It's really quite ~mazlng how your Henry has managed to keep his boyish figure,"

Sign
Carefully
Campus Digest News Service
Increasing numbers of students
choose to live off campus each
year, renting apartments from
sometimes not-too-dependable
landlords.
One complaint· often lodged
against landlords is that they fail
to return secruity deposits when
tenants move out. Disputes over
damages incurred can be prevented H the proper precautionary
steps are taken. ..
The landlord should inspect the
apartment with the tenant before
the tenant moves in. If the
landlord is unable to inspect the
premises with the tenant, then the
tenant should get two responsible
adult witnesses. The witnesses
should not be relatives or parties
to the lease. It is recommended
that there be witnesses even if the
landlord is able to join in the
inspection.
When inspecting the rental unit, .
all damages should be recorded on
a checklist.
When Inspecting the apartment
the renter should pay special
attention to the following:
°Rooms' should be clean, free of
vermin and have no excessive
moisture. If the apartment Is
dirty, some of the money charged
for a seerulty deposit should be
deducted for cleaning expenses
the renter will Incur. If the tenant
does accept a dirty apartment,
which one would not have to .do,
It would stili be necessary to
clean. the apartment when movIng out,
o Be aware of hazardous conditIons. Some things to look for
include faulty wiring and poorly
inalntatned healing systems~You
might want to' call the city's
. Public Works Department or the

.:' Fire, Department's Fire Preven-

tion Bureau for an Inspection.
o

Make certain the fumlture In the
apartment is the furniture listed

In the lease. .
°Th9 tenant,landlord and witnesses should sign and date' the
checklist. Give a copy to' the
landlord' and ..'keep a COpy for

;·yourself.

.
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program

in performance, quality and value.
You don't have to know how to
program to get all the benefits
available with a To! Programmable.
These solid state library modules
are praprogrammed to help solve'
problems in: Engineering. Business. Finance. And other math
oriented courses. With up to 5,000
program steps in each module you
can save your own personal programming for those classes which
need it most..
The TI-59 has qp to 960 program
steps or up to 100 memories. Magnetic card read/write capability lets
you' record your own custom programs or those received from PPX
(Professional Program Exehange.)
The TI-58C features up to 480
program steps or 60 memories. And
it has TI's Constant Me!lloryT>'fea-

information even when the calculator is turned off.
And free modules now give you'
that 'edge you need to succeed.
From August 15 to October 31,
1980 is your special opportunity to
purchase one of the world's most advanced programmable calculators.
And get a minimum of $40 worth of
free software modules with a TI58C. Or, when you buy a TI-59, get
a minimum of$80 worth of software
modules and an $18 one-year membership in PPX. This will allow you
to select up to 3 programs (from
over 2,500) written by professionals
. in your field of study.
Visit your college bookstore or
other TI retailer for more .lnforma.tion, and let him help you select the
TI Programmable and free software
that's right fo! you. .

TexasInstniments technology -bringing

.
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rD~bOUQh;:-TI'58C.
send: my free:od;
H:
Ill)' first cholee and an alternale.
o I've bought a TI·59. send me my two free modules and
I my membership (which enlilles me to select three programs from the source catalog at no charge). Here are my
module choices and an alternate. .
1.
2.--,-' _-'-_
I 3.
'
'
-semi 10: n LIllmJ OfI3r. P.O. fllI11004, ~k,

I
I

I

r •

'

Return this coupon: (1) with customer information card
(padted in box). (2) a dated copy 01 proof of purchase,
between Aug 15 and Oct 31. 1980-items
must be postmaJ1<ed by Nov 7. 1980.

,I .
1

1

I ~

i

~re~

I

City

1

1
State

1

Zip

I 'Ga!;:;cu~ta:::-lo::-r Se=riaTOI N;:::umbe!=7.':(lr:':om"'::ba=ck;:::, o~l u-:'n::7i!)---1
'1 Please allow 30 days for delivetY. O~.ervoid where
I
; LiProhibited. Oller good in us only.
n_lllel\lllllO__
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

:!:U.S. 8~Sted

retail for all Li.-

Fi f

1l')".lS

InOOVJlion

~r::di~:~a~X;U~~
..~
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Director
Resigns

9:30 to 9
91:01
i1 to 6

WEEKDAYS
SATURDA YS
SUNDA.
V

BSU opera theatre director
William Taylor has resigned to
become director of opera and
. musical theatre at Bowling Green
State University, Bowling Green
Ohio.
, During his nine years at Boise
State, . Taylor, has directed or
" conducted about 18 opera, and
, musical theatre productions. He
has made numerous solo appear- .
ances with the Boise Philharmonic
,Orchestra, and has participated
with the Boise Civic Opera, for
which he directed .the 1979 production of Puccini's "La Boheme "
and also sang the role of Marcello.
A master of music graduate of
Indiana University, Taylor came to
Boise State nine years ago after
sixteen years with the vocal music
faculty
of Southern
Illinois
University, Carbondale. For the
past two years he has been Pacific
Northwest
governor'
of the
Nationai Opera AssOciation. He
was a 1960-61 Fulbright scholar at
the Home Opera House.
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leA-SEDALia
SLEEVES
. 3088

, r

Adult's Reg 4.49

Youth's Reg 3.89

2099

.New Desl<
Now Open

Polyester I cotton
baseball sleeves,
white body with your
choice of sleeve
colors.

GYMWEAI\
SPECIALS

\

GUYS 6' GALS'

HEAD

U

I

ATDELOW

GREY

E

GREY KNIT
OXFORD SHORTS

Choose from tank tops, t-shirts, shorts, and more!
All with reflective tape stripes and low cut flat-fell
seams to prevents chafing.'

Reg 549
Co~fortable,
easycare polycotton gym shorts.- Elastic
.waist. Sizes S-M-L-XL.

~o88

lADIESr

DODYSUITS
Reg. to $28

Reg. $14-19.50'

SUIT~
1"4I"l~
t;
11'i'hAAlhJllbJlile.

. . 29 99

Reg

'79 50

'

c

:

I\~~~r~~
r~~T~·
<4.88

8. 99

COAlED NYLON

r-SHU\.1S

Reg. 2.89
~ Aft
Medium weight
&.~7
poly-cotton t-shirts
Great for gym class with ribbed
neckband and quarter sleeves.
S-M-L-XL-XXL.

WHOLESALE PRICES
MENrS AND
l.ADIESr TOPS

..

Reg. 6.95
Nylon,running shorts With
liner for guys and gals.
Choose from super colors in
:::iIlmdlz~eI:l:S~X:1itiS-~~
••X __
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adida~fb.!,_:e
~MMA.STE"rr
.LEATHEI\
LEISURESHOES

29095
Heg.$50
Genuine liather shoe for
cesual wear. Comfortable
padded ankle collar, and
Crepe sole designed like
our famous running shoes.

adidas
U

»BROO

fb.~~_A

Ab'AIEl\ICANArr

COUB\T 5••0E5
Reg. 29.95t
Long wearing, vootllat~
uppers with additional
leather reinforcement.
Special padding for the
heel and toodlon areas.
Sizes 5-13.

ti\UNNIHG SHOES

ONLY

"
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.95

Nylon and suede uppers
featuring reinforced stitching .at all stress po!nts.
Padded ankle collar for
comfortable
running ..
Terry insole and nubbed
sole. For men and ladies.

n~DOISE;,
~:

S"""---'---"'"'="

-sa VEI\-STP.EAI(Fr

24095

- In order to provide library users
with a broader range of evening
services, the library has, on an
experimental basis, established a
service desk on the second floor.
The desk will be staffed by
librarians from 6:30 p.m.- 10:p.m
Monday- Thursday. The intent Is
to provide users with professional
help in the areas of Documents,
Maps and the
Curriculum
Resources Collection. Formerly
only student assistants were
avaliable to handle student needs
in the evening hours. Should this
new service prove effective after a
four month trial period, it will be
continued for the rest of the
academic year.
The 2nd. floor will be closed at
10:p.m. Monday-Thursday when
the librarian goes off duty. The
- first, third and fourth floors of the
library will remain open until
11:00 p.rn. as in past years.

List $16
Heavy duty vinyl bag has
steel Zipper and reinforced
handles.
Your choice
black or green with con.trastlnq trim.
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After Handling Utes·28-7

Broncos Prep re
.to Fac ,louisiana
by Bud Humphrey
Arbiter Sports Editor .
Fresh off a stunning 28-7 victory
over a highly-touted University of
Utah team, the Bronco football
squad will return home to face the
Southeasfern Louisiana Lions, a
team which; according to BSU
head coach, Jim Criner, is much
like his own offensively and defensively.
The game starts at 7:30pm
Saturday, at Bronco Stadium.
When theyhave.the ball, the lions
will run an option from the "I"
formation-Boise State's basic set
-or drop back, and they have the
"good sl~ill people" to back up all
such maneuvers, Criner notes.
On defense, "they are a 5-2
team much like ourselves, not a
stunting team, and Ithink they are
Uke us in that they bend but don't
break."
As such, will Oscar Lofton's
team give the Broncos a mirrorimage struggle, perhaps to a 1Q.,
10
tie or a hard-fought 3 point win for
, whichever team gets the breaks?
Much like the Utah team BSU
faced last week, SLU returns a
talented running back, Mack
Boatner; to go along with a
seasoned quarterback, Johnny
Wells,
and receiver,
David
Patterson.
Again much like the Utes, the
secondary is the best feature of the
defense. Four veterans fill the
defensive backtield, with speedy
Cedric Patton and Anthony
Vereen, returning after a year out
with injury, cornerpCiGkingIn front
of Ormando Whitlock, who also
does some punt returning, and
Herman Colly. A good midsize
IInebacking corps backs up a line
that may be light on the ends.:
And
exactly
Iike,Utah,
Southeast Louisiana has the
Broncos first on their schedule
after a 6-5 season. The lions, a
Division I-AA tearn like· Boise
State, face a heavy schedule of
tough Southern teams after Boise
State.
Last Saturday's game may have
been planned to. be Utah's
wannup for Nebraska this 1Neek,
but turned Into a moral rout for the
'Broncos. .While the offense built
up .a three-touchdown lead over
the first, second quarters, the
defensive linebackers did much to
help protect that lead with three

U an
in First
(UA)-Nevada-Reno, showed an
awesome rush defense, and
Northern '" Arlzona~s
Frank
Hawkins tore up that of the
opposltion,as both teams aided
Boise State In giving the. Big Sky
oonference an undefeated opening
week against high-callber opponents fastSatllrday.
,
Hawkins, an AU-American and
AIl-Big Sky fulll>ack.1ast season,
stayed true to his form by rushi ng
for 110 yards agaillst Texas A&I,
enroute "to a 24-11 Northern
Arizonavlclory •.. Losing two
fumbles and an Intercepted pass,
the Lumberjacks forced the NAJA
,national champions to cough up

Interceptions, each at a time "''hen
the Utes were threatening to
score.
The Broncos establ ished offensive authority early, as Joe AlloHi
engineered a combination of short
passes and deceptive draws, plus
two timely long passes to Lance
LaShelie, that ended in touchdowns the first two times Boise
,State had the ball deep in their
own territory.
The offense was' stymied
through most of the second and
third
quarters,
but
Ron
.Chatterton, Dan Williams and Ray
Santucci successively keyed the
"bend but don't break" defense
by intercepting passeswithin their
own 2O-yard line.
The fourth quarter sparked the
offense again, as Terry zahner
and Cedric Minter each got a
chance to shine In touchdown
drives. zahner was BSU's leading
rusher with 113 yards and two TDs
and Minter, whose tate 4thquarter score nailed down the win,
had two touchdowns of his own
and 103 all-purpose yards.
In addition to the interception,
Wiiliams led the defense with 16
tackles, six of them unassisted,
two sacks and two pass deflections. Santucci followed with 13
tackles, blitzedforaQB'sack,and
ran back three punts for an
average of 20 yards apiece. Jeff
Taylor keyed the line, with six
tackles and two sacks in home
territory.
Three Broncos were injured
and had to be withdrawn from the
game, but are expected to start
this Saturday. Kenrick Carnerud,
sophomore kicker, scored two
extra points, and kicked a field
goal that was nullified becauseof a
penalty, before his left ankle was
injured when' Ute lineman Bill
Gompf blocked an FG attempt.
Freshman Tim Klenacame
through with points after for the
last two Bronco touchdowns.
Also, sophomore Harry Stokke
and junior Bill Madlnger, strong
side interior linemen, appear
healthy enough to play this
Saturday Infro,ntof
Jim Valalle
and Norm Rawlln.3S, who did
much to power Minter and zahner
through the Utah defense in the
late going.
The' game against ~utheast
Louisiana will be broadcast over
KBOI Radio, 670 AM:

Reno

mas

the ball seven times.
Meanwhile, in Baton Rouge,
La., freshman quarterback Jeff
Ardito started In place of an ailing
veteran and led theWolfpack to a
zo-owmover Southern University.
The defense held its hosts to
negative yardage'runntng, and 142
total yards for a 2.5 yard per play
average.
Only two . touchdowns .were
scored against ali three teams:
against Boise State, a secondquarter pass gave-the Utes their
only TO,and Northem Arizona
allowed the Javellnas a TD (plus a
two-point conversion), on a, surprise 99-yard punt return.

Joe Allottf, shown In practlcetJefore last Saturday's game against the University of Utah, went 12 for 16
passing without an Interception In that game, for a.phenomenal 75 per cent record so far this season. The
Bronco quarterback already holds the Big Sky Conference record for season pass percentage, completing
.658 of his passes last year.
Photo by Dick Selby

Karl Knapp

en's unes Eas
(UA)-When Boise State hired
Joe Neff as head womeli's track
and field coach earlier this summer It got a two-for-one bargain,
and Ed Jacoby Is probably a
happier man because of, it.
Neff, the' ,former head cross, country and track coach .at Lad!
High SChool In Lodi, california,
takes over this fall not only the
head women's track position, but
also as the men's and women's
cross-country coach.'
A· 1:49
half-mller at San Jose State in the
mid-sixties; Neff will also handle
the men's distance corps during
tha..track season.'
'
Clearly, the addition of' Neff to
the Bronco Wick program is a
welcome respite for Jacoby, the '.
men's hood COachand coordinator
of track and .fIeld at Boise State.
Jacoby willnw' be freo of crosscountry coaching .responslbllttlee,
, enabling him to spend a greater
deal of time with the track team
during fall workouts.
,
Not. that Jacoby ever minded
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coaching cross-country, but the
eighth year hEl?d coach' has his
hands full enough this fall
It Is.
Boise State is combining Its men's
and women's programs this year,
with Jacoby voverseelnq the
sprinters, hurdlers and field event
people, while Neff handles the
middle distance and distance
runners.
If Neff's main objective at Boise
State Is to build "a successful,
respectable' .distance program,"
his desire to stimulate community
Interest In distance running Is not
far behind; the two are definitely
related, as he sees it, and community support is som'6thlng of a
must. if ~he distance pro.gram is to
burgeon at Boise State.
"!'mtotally
dedlcBted to the
Idea of promoting distance running In the CQmmunitY," stated
Neff, .who·durlng hls ••seven year
stint at Lodl 'High SQIloolcoached
several 'league championship.
teams in both track and crossCQun,ry;
,

as

Although Neff is a newcomer to
college coaching, he Is nevertheless acutely aware of the severity
CONTINUED
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Sign Up for Fall

jntrornurols Now
(UA)";'STILL TIMEI Yes, you of
the classroom doldrum and the .
free-floating nervous energy: the
time Is now to sign up for
Intramural Tennis, Softball, and
Men's
and Women's
Flag
Football. If you're quick enough,
you can get up a roster for one nr
more of the above programs eno
sign up in the Intramurals.Offlce,
Aux. Gym 102 BY THIS AFTERNOON (Sept. 10) and get on the
SChedulefor this weekend. (tennis)
or the , next: few weeks (other
sports), .,'
.," ...• ..
.,
Details? Call the lntramurals
Office, 385-1131.
:
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·The·Restoftheleagu.
by Bud Humphrey
Arbiter Sports Editor
.
(UA)-Last week, we previewed
'. Northern Arizona and Nevada. Reno, which started their seasons
last .saturdav, 'along with Boise
State~all successfully. This week
we will ·prevlew the Big Sky
Conference schools that start their
seasons ttils Saturday.

",

"

. Montana

'.Montana State
.,

MSU's defense an all-round
lend experience at tight end.
threat.
Spurning the Juco route, just
Really, when SOnnyLubick was
like Holland, Lublck looks to last
picked two years ago to replace
years reliable
lettermen' for
Sonny Holland as MSU's football
starters In the backfield.
Jeff
Davlswlll return as a not-very-blg 'coach, adherence to tradition must
navs been top priority: Seems to
fullback; and the tailback spot will
likely be fllledby Steve Roderick, have worked. After all, like Sonny,
lIke Sonny...
mostly untested, but-well, he's
The Bobcats open play this year
pari of the team.
The biggest loss MSU sustained at Ndi'thDakota U., sept. 13.
'in the defense was 'Stu tndos,
AII,-Big Sky not only as a free
One of two first~year coaches In
safety but as well as a punter.
While Terry Alberta moves up to the Big Sky this year, Larry
Donovan is at teast 'entering the
the kicking chores, two lettermen
job without strikes against him.
will compete for Dodds' old spot,
A defensive specialist, Donovan
to play alongside strong ·safety
welcomes some strong players
returner Tim Strudevarit. Starters
. back from a fair.-ta-mediocre dealso return at the cornerbacks.
fense. Kent Clausen, who didn't
Backups beyond two-deep in the
offense will be provided by fV1ont- realize his potential as a MLB last
year because of a back InjUry, will
. ana.State's usual bumper crop of
key a' tour-man linebacker corps
in-state and Wyoming tresnmen,
populated by last year's. starters,
in the true Holland style;
Randy laird and big soph Curt'
But the front line may be the key
McElroy, plus an extra JC proto any MSU defensive success or
duct, Dennis Bowman. These,
failure. While tWo classy linemen
plus a three-man line, formed the
have graduated, middle guard Ron
mediocre part of the Grlzzlles~
Ranieri Is one of the top returners
defense last year, and a high
in the league on the line, and
priority is the re-formatlon of the
hard-hitting seniors fill out the
unit Into a less porous wall.
front four.
Unfortunately, since more of tile
Top and sixth-place tacklersconference is passing, the "fair"
per-game In the league last Year,
Jack Muhlbeler
and Dave part of Montana's defensive squad
CONTINUED
TO PAGE is'
semmel beck, will return to make

Like the Sonny before' him,
Sonny Lublck doesn't like to lose.
And he makes sure his teams
don't.
So with the loss of 12 starters
from the 1979 Big Sky champion
team, Including blue-chip kickers,
receivers and defensive backs,
what can Lublck do but carry
Sonny Holland's banner and rally,
for teamwork?
, Qmsistency and conservatism,
have always been the halirTIark of
the MSU teams of the last dozen
years. This season, It won't hurt to
have last year's starters on every
inside line position to protect
sophmore QBBarrySullivan, who
by midseason 1979 had found his
place shootir1g at' three receivers,
all of whom have now graduated.
In 1980, Pat McLeod may be a
prime target, and Tom Fox wl!l

"Skip Stop" passenger loading
at ,desi'gnated stops will maintain reliable schedules, transfer
ConraeC~ionsand help control
maintainance and fuel costs.
After Bus Stop sfgns are
(nstalled al~ng Univer~fty Blv,d
in late September, drivers will
stop _only at the designated
locations shown by dots on the
map below.
for your' ~nven!Enlce, please
become, familiar with th~ ~e~igm
nated Bus Stops. If you could
help 'lIS by 'using the' loadi-ng
stops immedi'ately, we'd appreci'ate it. '
SinCe we transport twice the
~ssengers we did four year~ ago
with the same number of. buses,

Designated
Passenger
Loading Along
U,niversityBlvd ,
Effective:
September 22.

'_'SJ(ip~Slop'~'
p8sSenge! ~ard'-~g

is necessi:!ry ~o

mainlail)'

~~s

system elli,ciancey and reliability
"TH~'TOWERS
o

To Get You 111ere!

I

Darlene Bailey directs the women's volleyball team toward a
tough season that begins Sept. 19 at Moscow.
Photo by Paul Rossi

VoUeyaliSquad "
Returns Experience
(BSU)-With only two players
having graduated off the 1979
squad, the Bronco women's.
volleyball team looks anxiously to
1980. Returning for the Broncos
are centerblockers Charlotte Kim
and Kristi Brockway. Kim led the
1979 team In total kills with 164,
and Brockway recorded the team
high of 35 service aces. Both
Brockwa~ and Kim led the
Broncos In stuff blocks.
Sophomore setter Beth Bergin
also returns for BSU.
Bergin
directed the Broncos 5-1 offense in
1979.
She will be Joined by
freshmen setter Maria de Lorenzo.
De Lorenzo, from Wood River
High School In Halley, 10, helped
lead her team to the 1978 Idaho
State Championship.
Other returning players are Linda Beller,
Barb Machado and Rhonda
Sprague, all of whom saw a lot of
action in 1979.
The returnees will be joined by a
strong corps of new players. Pam
Hadley comes to BSU from
Moorpark Junior
College In
Moorpark Ca., where she was
voted first-team All-Western State
Conference.
Hadley led the
conference In. hitting consistency
and was voted most valuable
player on the Moorpark squad
which tied for first place in the
conference.
Freshman I.lsa Pickering will
also add power to the Bronco's
front line. Pickering attended
santa Ana High School In Santa
Ana Ca., where shewas selected
first-team AII-CI F (California

Cross
Country---CONTINUED
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Interscholastic Federation) in both
1978 and 1979.
Junior Laure Tucker, B-1, will
draw centerblocking duties in
1980. Tucker was an AII-Conference pick in both volleyball and
basketball
at Casper Junior
COllege in Wyol]1ing. Also from
Casper J.C. is 5-8 hitter, Rhonda
Cochran. Cochran was selected to
the Junior College All-Region IX
team in 1978.
.
"Our offense will be much
stronger this year, particularly
with the addition of Hadley and
Pickering and the tremendous
improvement of Kim.
We also
have more depth at the setting ,
position. De Lorenzo and Bergin
have the ability to really move the
offense," said headcoaclYDarlene
Bailey.
"Even with a more balanced
offense our passing and defense,
which were our strengths last .
season, have Improved. The girls
are performing' as well at the
.beglnnlng of the season as we
ended out season In 1979," added
Bailey.
.
The Broncos are beglnnlng·their
third week of practice in preparetlon for their opening rnatchon
Monday, Sept. 22, against the
Weber State Wildcats. NNC and
Weber State will square' off in a
preliminary match at the BSU
gymnasium at 6:00 p.m, The
Bronco-Wildcat match will follow
at 7:30 p.m. Admission is $1.00
for adults and 50 cents for stu.., dents. Full-time BSU students are
admitted free.

~
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of competition his teams will face
this year and avoids making any
brash predictions concerning their
performances.
This Is not to say, however,that
Neff doesn't expect a lot from his
teams this year. "The one goal I
have for every athlete is that we
realize the full potential we have
for this year," said Neff. Considering that Neff believes his
women's tearnhas "potential for
success at very high levels" and
that his men's team "Is. very
talented," the realization of Neff's
goal could lead to a .successful
season for the Bronco harriers.
And while Ed. Jacoby . may
sometimes. miss coaching ..the
men's Cl'OS1HlOUntry.teamthis fall,

fie won't mils the days of trying to
Juggle fA track. progrem
and a.
..
-

,',

,

cross-country
neously.

program
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Big Sky Players
of fh
eek
(UA)--Everything
went the
Broncos' way last weekend at
Utah, to such an extent that the
Big Sky Conference saw fit to
declare Boise State players as both
the Offensive and Defensive
. Players of the Week.
Terry Zahner had been the
number two tail back for BSU much
of last year, but in Utah he was
tops in ground gaining, with 113
yards overland.
Stretched out
over 16 carries, that gives him a
highly-consistent
7.1 yards a
carry, with a long gain of 18 yards.
The Pinole, CA senior moved up to
second place in Boise State career
rushing yards with 1,625, beating
out Fred Goode and John Smith
and second only to Cedric Minter.
Dan Williams lived up to his
preseason promise as .a senior
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The plan we want you to consider is The New 321 plan designed with you In mind.
THE NEW 321: A meal plan that has been tested fo many years on campuses just like Boise State.
Essentially, It offers the ultimate In flexible dining.
Eat as often as you like, where you like, when you like
Bring friends to' meals
100%. useableJor anything from a coke to a steak dinner
Buy food to take with you into the rrountalns
" It has no limits .short of what you pay for It: This plan Is for you.

inside linebacker, and Collected a
team-leading 16 tackles, six of
them unassisted, against the Utes.
In addition, Williams came up
with a crucial interception. and
deflected two Ricky Hardin passes
to earn his defensive Player of the
Week honors.
This is the first time either
player has been titled Big Sky
Player of the Week.

Each coupon book sells for $43.65 plus tax ... you receive 40 coupons goo.d in either the
on-campus bo~ding program (all you can eat!) or in thes nackbar for anything fro m snack items to
those "Mama Harris" deli sandwiches!! PLUS for every coupon book you buy you -get 5 extra
coupons worth $5.46 FREE... that's an additional 12.5% more In food values you can use and
stretch those food dollars!
Coupons are good in the resident hall dining program:
Breakfast
one coupon
.
Lunch
two coupons
Dinner
three coupons
Steak Dinner
four coupons
Coupons are like cash in the snack bar:
~h Couponhas a cash equivalent 01$1.07 on any of the many items offered In the snack bar

BSUTennis Curts
ear Com letion
(UA)- Tennis classes will start on
campus September 15 whether the
new asphalt courts are ready by
then or not, said Bill Bowman,
chairman of the Physical Education Department. But the courts,
next to Driscoll Hall and the
Music-Drama Building, could be
in shape later that week, giving
Boise State students an on-campus
tennis surface for the first time in
a year.
The project, which comes malnIy from funds for the pavilion (as
the multi-purpose structure is
being built where the old courts
once resided), will feature 8
full-size courts. lighting will be up
to standards recommended by the
U.S. Tennis Association, which
university architect Chet Shawver
said was lacking In the old courts.
Bus Connor, who teaches many
of the tennis classes and coaches
varsity tennis at BSU, said the
classes need more students than
are presently enrolled. The fact

Sept. 10, 1980

I

that last year's classes were held
at commercial courts across town
could have lowered interest, he
said, but 'with the on-campus
courts the objections should be
met.
Classes will start september 15
and run for nine weeks, so there's
still plenty of time to add them to a
schedule, noted
Connor .. All
sections are open except one.
The reason the courts INOn't be
ready on sept. 15, according to
Shawver, was a delay Involving a
fencing contractor who otherwise
was "very cooperative" in the
short-notice project. The entire
court area will cost about $140,000
rather than $220,000 a previously planned project would have cost.
Before the Morrison Center site
was relocated next to the Towers,
according to Bowman, the courts
had been planned to be built in
two sections, one near the Towers
and one near the SUB.

Dur :a2~Caupan Prt§'l8Jram
Sav~~ Yay Maney.
The more you eat, the more you save. That's
the truth. If you are a hungry eater, the 321
coupon program Is for you. And everytlme you
dine-with us, the high cost of food glides right by,
and you glide right out, appetite satisfied at no
more cost to you!
Sound like a good deal? We'll be happy to
explain theis new and exciting food program ... or
sell you one! Just stop by the food service office
in the student union building and be prepared to
Save money!
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has been the secondary. Strong
safety Jay Becker is a sure bet, but
a f13wfreshmen may have to chase
passes before a solid defensive
backfield is found.
The Grizzly offense is just as
star-studded and just as questionable. Rocky Klever was moved to
tailback two years ago from OS to
make room for a Bob Boyes
centered shotgun. Now Klever is
himself the center of the offense,
returning as the team's leading
ground gainer and with a better
passing record than the quarterback apparent, Bart Andrus. Also
helping out in the sprlntout pattern will be. mirror tailback Bob
CerkOvnlk, with FB Wayne Harper
doing some blocking.
Donovan went to the [ucos for
receivers and came up with Mike
A1ex,who has played both WA
and tight end.
Alex will join
returner Bill Lane to flank an
Interior as iffy as three potential
starting sophomores can make It.
One commodity the state of
Montana never runs out of is
kickers, and prep All-American
Dean Rominger wlll.' give UM's
kicking game a welcome boot.
. Q:lnfusion, yes.
But for a
def~nse-orlented
coach, It's
hopeful confusion, and Montana
,P8Il Clear a lot of things up (luring

. How do you improve on an 0-11
·record? It's first-year coach Dave
Kragthorpe's job to count the
ways.
First, schedule Weber State
twice: you're bound to beat them
at least once.
Second: surround yourself with
assistant coaches who share your
passion for the pass and a speedy
defense.
Now the third step many
coachesmight take is to fire all the
returning lettermen, top down.
Kragthorpe, though, keeps his 31
retumers, 14 of whom started last
year. And that may not be a bad
move, considering how close last
year's Berigals came to upsetting
seVeral powerful teams,
Talent retums: OS Dirk Koetter
and recelverltailback Jerry Bird
will come back, along with an
experlenceO .two-deep offensive
line, which Kragthorpe admits
may lack a leader, though left
guard Dan Kinnunen may emerge.
On the other side of the line,
linebackers Marvin lewis and
Q1ve Walser return to harass
opposition aBs (they split 12 sacks
last year), with Greg· Feightner
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its sept. 13 home opener against
Simon Fraser of British Columbia.
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EEK!
FREE TV
,FREE DOOR

Drawing to be' held Sunday, Sept. 14
No Purchase necessary. Need Not Be
Present to win.

PRIZES

FrL Sat. & Sun, Sept. 12,. 13,14

A FREE PRiZE EVERY HOUR AT RANDOM. JUST WALK INYOU MAY BE A WINNER ON SUCH ITEMS AS RADAR
DETECTORS, CAMERAS, RADIOS,· AIR HORN, TOOL SETS,
RACE JACKETS, GOLF BALLS AND MUCH MORE!
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The biggest question -marK for
defending . the middle.
Bob
the Bengals Is reserve strength In
• Matsey will range at the strong . the defensive line-Ilnebacklng
safety spot, and Kart Orr and Jack
corps, -but If Idaho State manages
Lewis add quickness to the defento avoid Its usual plague of
sive line.
early-season Injuries; they could
In addition, the precious toe of
be the conference's most danCase deBruijn (second feam AIIgerous spoiler.
Big Sky) will 3-polnt the Bengals
September 11 the Bengals open
out of trouble more than once.
their season at Utah State.
Of course, wider a new coach,
nobody's job is truly safe, and
even local star Koetter will have to
Too bad for Pete Rlehlman.
His coaching style is. that of a
bow down to transfer Mike
Johnny Majors or a Joe Salem: he
Machurek for most of the starting.
has- a history of taJ(ing over
Transfers fill most offensive
laugher teams and, within a short
skill positions: TE Rod Childs, not
. the strongest at blocking, will add .few years, build!ng strong programs.
The trouble is, that's
a passing threat,' Lamar Fite will
tough to do in a conference that's
do some scampering from tailgrowing competitively as fast as
back, and California jucostandout
the Big Sky.
Chris Corp will flank.
It's so tough for Riehlman, in
Four defenders, along with Fite,
fact, that while at Cal Poly-SLO he
followed quarterback coach Mike
had a powerhouse his second year,
Sheppard from the now-defunct
the Wi Idcats have lost neaily twice
U.S. International University grid
as many as- won for his three
program. John Naut and Keith
seasons. Basically, it's a pay-off or
Porter, excellent pass rushers,
pack-up time for Riehlman.
take spots on the defensive line,
To add to the problems, much of
while
cornerback
William
what gave Weber its flashes of
Harrison and free safety Aaron
brilliance in offense last yearGraham round out the D-bacl<s.

Weber State

up some.
at Northern Iowa, and possibly
quaterback Big Bill Kelly-Is gone
Defensively, Davltch has quite a
provide WSC's flnst Winning seafor academic reasons, though allson since 1971: With a schedule . job in r?lsll1l:l the Vandals from
stars return In guard Tim Small
their Big Sky next-to-worst standthat includes Idaho State twlce and
and WR Curt Miller.
Ing.
four Indoor games, the chips may
OB hopes rest. soley on Bill
The line was full of holes last
yet fall in Weber's direction.
Tantillo, who was undistinguished
year, and nosequard Paul Griffin
Pete
Riehlman,
though,
speaks
last year before Kelly took over
and tackle Dan saso were reand acts cautiously these days.
starting chores. However, besides
cruited from the west coast junior
Miller,
Tantillo will have apt
colleges to help returning end Jay
targets In receivers Duane Benton
Hayes patch things up. A great
- Good thing
~erry
Davlth
and Eric Allen, a Gallfornia JC
deal, howev,er, will depend on
switched
around
his
offense
a
lot
transfer:
walk-ens to bolster the line.
All starters return on the offen- last season; only six of last year's
More-encouraging
Is a con-.
usual starters are returning (and
sive line-many,' incll;ldlng 'Small,
tlngent of returning . linebackers,
sophs.-and additional blocking for 'that Includes' the punter and
led by sophomore sensation Sam
place-kicker).
the pass. game can come from
Merriman, second In conference
What is returning is a plethora
returning fullback Willie Glasper.
tackles per game In 1979. ln-addlThe biggest personnel weakness of seasoned running backs and
.receivers behind a starting ensem- tion, many defensive backs return
will show on the defensive front,
as well as transfer to Idaho,
ble of experienced offensive linebut' some positions have been
notably Ray Mccanna, who Intermen. Russell Davis and Terry Idler
shored up with JC talent.. linecepted five passes last year for
backer could be a strong position, . will more than fill in for graduated
Idaho.
.
RS Tim Lappano's absence, and
with second-team all-stars Mike
At least one first-team all-star
Jack Klein will lead three other
Humiston and Danny Rich returndoes return: the place-kicker, Pete
capable wide-receivers to flank a
ing.
O'Brien; who' made 8 of 9 field
line that starts solid, but may be
The pass coverage is the most
goals hls sophomore year.
lackinq in depth.
consistent Wildcats defensive
Davitch keeps threatening' to
At the quarter, Ken Hobart and
squad. Mike Massey leads an excoach the Vandals to their third
Ben Bubak, both transfers and the
perienced 'and quick backfield.
winning season since 1963, but
Such material, though. some- former an Idaho product, have
hasn't made it in two tries. Give'
beaten out returner Rob Petrillo,
what spotty, could pull together In
him another year: this young
and the pass offense should open
time for Weber's Sept. 13 opener
squad might yet come through for
him by then.
Idaho's first game, sept. 13, is
against Pacific in Stockton, Calif .

.. .Thirsting
for the best .
of Canada?

Idaho'
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Pac 10 Cut
Campus Digest News Service
What was once known as the
?aclfic-10 conference now seems
more like the Paciflc-5 instead.
A total of five Pac-10 football
teams have been suspended for
not abiding by academic regUlatlons, The universities which are
unable to compete this season
Includo the University oHJregon,
University of Southern california,
University of california at Los
Angetes,. Oregon State and
Arizona State University.
The. teams were penalized because the schools were violating
conference rules forblding falsl-fied transcripts, unearned credits
and tile Intrusion of the athletic
department Into the academic
process.
The teams were ineligIble to
participate In the league's 1980
football championship and any of
the post-season games, including
. the Rose Bowl ..
Oregon also had three of Its
players declared Ineligible for the
entire 1980 season when the
players accepted. free airline
tickets through their coaches.
The Pac-10 investigation, which
began last October,led to one of
the biggest scandals in the history
of intercollegiate athletics. The
allegations led to other conferences, the National Collegiate
Athletic Association and law enforcement officials conducting
their own investlgatioris..
One of the addit!onal sanctions
required U.C.LA to forfeit all the
games In 1977. Oregon State
forfeited its 1977 and 1979 wins
and the University of Oregon
forfeited the gamesof 1977, 1978,
1979.
U.S.C. 's track-and-fleld team
has been prohibited from partlclpatlng in the conference Il{ in
N.C.A.A.championships In 1981.
Points won by Inellgib1e athletes
during the 1978 Pac-10 championships have been eliminated. This.
move deprives U.S.C. of Its 1978
conference title.
Addltlonally.the
University of
~e:~sl~r;I~~llet~~~:et~:r
two years•. Three of its freshman
:~:W~wa~~olarShIPShavebeeil
·
Or
. egon's.reeordfor any meets
In 1980 was adjustedfcir having
ineligible. athletes norilclpatlng.
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(UA)- This 'year the Student
, Programs Board has planned a
variety of films, concerts.Iectures,
and .speclal
events with two
~houghts In rnlnd-en emphasis on
lower ticket prices and first rate
alternative programming that will'
be entertaining and enlightening
for both full and part-time students.
Brad Martin, Special Assistant
to the SPB, said tnat "if students
attend these free and Inexpensive
events they will all broaden their
entertainment tastes."
The'SPB received $58,000 from
the ASE'lSUsenate for the 1980-81
season. Of the $58,000, $13,600
was allotted to concerts, $7,900 for
films, $11,700 for lectures, $2,700
for special events, and $10,000 for,
the fine arts program.
Nancy Fredericks, chairman of
concerts, has a series of coffee
house concerts called Java Night
Music.
this' series contalns
mainly soft rock performers.
Most of the concerts are free
except for one; the ticket price for
the concert by the 20's jazz duo of
. Boden and zanetto Is $1.00.
Refreshments will be provided.'
The series starts Sept. 11 with
Chip Murray,' and addltlol"ially
Includes Wilson and Caine, Spike
Erikson, and folk gultarlstSue
Quner. Other major performers
this fall will Include The New Deal
Rhythm Band and the Dave
Grlsman Quartet.
.
Ruth Lowery, chairman of films
and fine arts, has brought a total
of 42 films by buying a new
package offered by Films that
were brought In last year. In the
month of September alone the SPB
will offer 3 popular films.
The films Include:
Picnic at
Hanging Rock,Sept. 11, 12, 14,
and Story of Adel1e H" Sept. 25,
26, 28. Small Change and The
Story of Adel1e H. are both
directed by Francois Truffaut,
who played the French scientist
in Close Encounters of the Third

Kind. Picnic at Hanging Rock is
directed by Peter Weir.
The two classles bEllng offered
later In the fall semester are a
double feature of Citizen Kane and
The Philadelphia Story which will
be shown OCt. 23, 24, 26.
Other films include:
Dr.
Zhlvago, A Simple Story,. The
Sunshine Boys, . Saint Jack,_
Cinderella
Liberty,
Cat and
Mouse, Autumn Sonata, Three
Women, Nanook of the North, and
more.
Two new features of the film
program Include ticker booklets
and multiple showings.
The
ticket booklets are available at the
SUB information booth and have
10 tickets for $5.00 for students,
and 10 tickets for $10.00 for
non-students. Each ticket will be
good for a single or double
feature.
.
Rim tickets will cost students
$1.00 for single features and $1.50
for double features; non-students
will pay $2.00 for single features
and $2.50 for double features.
The multiple showtngs Include a
3:00 p.m. Thursday matinee In
addition to the 7:30 showing and
the 6:00 p.m. Sunday showing.
lcwery has planned fine arts
performances by David Grimes, a
classical guitarist, on OCt. 7-8, and
the Northwest Dance Symposium
featuring Karen Attlx of San
Francisco and the Bill Evans Co.
from Seattle on Nov. 13-16.
Annie Malcolm, chairman of
lectures and special events, has
planned three lectures beginning
with Monte Wilson's lecture on,
Mount St. Helens, Sept. 9th. The
lecture wlil be held in the SUB
Ballroom.
Victor Machettl, former CIA
' agent, who wrote The CIA and the
Cult of Intelfigence, and Richard
Brautlgen, author of Trout Fishing
In America, will also hold lectures.
Comedian Marcia Warfield will
perform at the end of the
semester.

"Twentieth Century Egyptian" is the title of thlspalntlng by JohnTaye, BSU assistant professor of art.
This and other selections Wi!' be shown on the first floor of the library through September.
,
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Are you new to Boise and SSU?
Do you wonder where the hot
spots are? Then this article Is
dedicated to you. Bear in mind
that Monday night Isn't the best
night to Bar Hop but It was a
welcome
change
from
the
(already) plies of homework. '
.The first stop was Burger and
Brew on Broadway. Inside are
pool tables, pin ball, burgers and
brews.
Brews sell for 99 cents a' 20
ounce glass during happy hour.
The atmosphere Is low keY,easy to
tal~ In or enjoy a quiet pool game.

view
Sky, Gino. Appaloosa Rising: The
Legend of the Cowboy Buddha.
New York: Doubleday lnc., 1980.
Boise author Gino Sky has
constructed a novel set in a mythic
Stanley Basin concerning the efforts of some modern back-country
cowboys and cowgirls to find
spiritual contentment in their
lives. The characters of the story
try to identify their cosmic consciousness in the essence of a
hybrid oriental god combined with
the' materialism of the pick-up
truck. Appaloosa Rising may be
approached on several levels. If
looked at as a serious work of
fiction ln-whlch the author believes
what he is trying to create the
novel is a dismal failure. There
are contradictions and inconsistencies In the novel which Indicate
either that It needed further
editing or that the author was not
In control of his material. For
example,' at one point hthe'noVei
Sky tears Into the materialistic
tourists ..who ,Infest the pristine

Stanley area by describing a pair
of Winnebago-driving urban cowboys who are dressed In skin-tight
designer jeans and 'rhinestone
western style shirts.
This disgusting pair of pseudo-cowboys
un-successfully hustle and then in
frustration rape a Native American
woman who, Sky tells us, is
dis-interestedly'
cruising
the
Stanley bar(s).
And then SI<y
describes the resul ts of his cowboy
hero's visit to the mountain to
have a vision and-come to terms
with his wlte's desertion of him.
The hero is rewarded for his
attempts to be,a visionary by the
Cowboy~Buddha with a sex goddess who makes love with the hero
for several days and then gives
birth to a shiny new pick-up truck.
The hero returns from his, vision
dressed In skin-tight
leather
western style jeans and a pearl
buttoned leather shirt wltha silk
bandanna driving his chrome
englned truck. I fall~to see the
contrast ,between the disgusting
urban eowboysand their brand of

h
I

II

II

materialism and the terrific goodguy and his brand of spiritualism.
There Is another possibility
which may rescue Appaloosa
Rising from a blanket condemnation which is that Sky's novel is a
parody of the bad efforts to create,
a mythical novel alqng the lines of
the novels of Tom :80bbins. The
success of Robbins' well constructed tales of metaphysical
.mis-adventures has spawned a
school of less apt imltators.vlf we
regard Sky's descriptions
of
various causes and effects, such as
the cowboy-visionary's conception
of the pick-up truck, as the
Robbins-esque mysticism taken to
a logical and extreme end as satire
then Appaloosa Rising may be
worth reading. If, on the other
hand, we regard Sky's novel as a
straight attempt at" fiction we
would be better to burn the novel
ifl our wood-stoves while we eat
organic granola and brew a Pot of
herb tea.',

Slot Blake

Nflt much was happening at B & You can play pool, sit In the beer
B (after all it was Monday) so we garden, drink cheaply and, get·
strolled up to the Ram. The Ram rowdy.
Casey's has been a
, has something going every night:
student hangout as long as anyone
rv'Ionday night Football; Ladles can remember- or as long as '
Night, Wheel of Fortune, Western ' anyone can perceive.
Night, and Happy Hours.
On the way to the 8th Street
Th
Marketplace we stopped at the
ey serve dark beer on tap and
Iron Gate, which holds the honor
feature some of the best deep fried
of being THE closest bar to
mushrooms In town. BSU Alumni
Campus. It's located above the
never fade away... they're at the
coffee shop ofthe Ramada Inn .
Ram.
Drafts are 75 cents,Happy Hour
Down the street we Illegally
is 4:30-6:30 and features 2 for 1
parked if' front of a dive bar called,
drinks.
Martha· the bartender
"SUDS."
As we walked in we
reported that the "Gate"
has
expected to duck as a body was
beautiful waitresses and barbeing thrown out the door.
maids, with the exception of Dave.
Instead we were accosted by a
Dave loves sweet young college
friendly ex-OJ from KBSU.
ladies (for a good time call
Marla, at the bar, claimed that
1-800-342-(624) and will offer
SUDS had the hottest pool players
them drinks for $1.00 upon
and the cheapest beer.
The
request Thursdays.
pinball machlnes- are reputably
, We swaggered by Victor's, a "easy to whip."
private club across from the
They also offer free beer to
Towers,We didn't go in because
reporters so when you're broke
neither of us possessed a memberyou might find that Information
ship card.
'
useful.'
If you are a member you and
Desmond and Moille's is a hop,
limitless friends can enter to dance
sklp and stumble away. D & M's
on a lighted dance floor, sit in
is the no-nuke, semi-gay, no draft
private booths or jacuzzi to your
'(except beer), leftist type hangout.
hearts'content. Skinny dipping in
They feature teas, subdued
the pool is something to do for a
lighting, chess, bacl<gammon,
change from the BSU Fountain.
bagels, wine and (of course)"beer. •
Whiskey River features footIt's a good place to-wait for your
stornpln' and heel clickin' music,
pizza to cook at the Flying Pie.
fair priced drinks and unstable
D & M's also has thewidest
tables. Well maybe it was the
range of entertainment in town.
reporters that were unstable, after
ExpectChip's guitar, Chris' bellyall, we had to sample a few drinks,
dancing, a one act play or just go
here and there.
in the bathroom and read the
Rowdiness Is prevalent at
graffltti. It's great!
Whiskey River and shouting your
TI<'s is across from Bronco
conversation Is perfectly acceptStadium, next to the river. A fire
able ... wear your hat and boots.
normally roars later In the fall in
We practiced the fine art of
the meantime pool, pinball and
lip-walking over' to the cedars 'for
shuffelboard abound..
th
I
peacef
, A friendly bertender assured us
e qu et,
"ul
atmosphere
, and a backgamlTXingame. There
that his 13 ounces of draft at 55· .the bartende('s gave '!S plenty of
cents Is.a great buy. TK's Is low r''''n ........1 (ltall
ff ' ) beat
key 8i'Id. very' Inforl'nalso don't
~
no an , an co sa,
t~e yoormom there. '
.
us at backgammon, ,and got us
CaseY, '.8 Is loCat,
on Vista.
home safe and sound. Always
ed,'

up

trust your bartenc!ers~ .

,.'.
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The Talkies

Fil·
objective manner. Regardless ,of
Anthony Burt ( **1/2 )
what No. Nukes says It Is stili a
Crisp andcolorful cinematograconcert film of the common garden
phy •by Laszlo Kovacs, intercuttlngs of backstage action and variety; all I could feel at the end
of It was relief .
. pre-concert strategy sessions,.
cli ps from tv's TheBig Picture and .
.Defense Department A-Bomb proMarianne Flagg (**1/2)
poganda films, .and Interviews;
No Nukes seems to be two films
with Seabrook site protestors and
edited together, one musical, the
concert artists enliven what otherother political and social propowise would be a standard concert
ganda. As an anti-nuclear PR
film. Nuke politics and music
piece, the movie manages to avoidgenerally fuse well-James Taylor
the strident quality characterislic
and Bruce Springsteen give partlcof no-nuke groups. Ralph Nadar
ularly impressive performances.
does pop up periodically to warn of
The only embarrassments are
the Big Meltdown soon to hit.
Graham Nash's "Barrel of Pain"
Muscially, concert film' buffs
and Gil Scott-Heron's 'We almost'
like myself (I seem to be outnumLost Detroit," both tedjus, tunebered here) will find No Nukes
less and didactic.
very 'entertaining on the whole,
and in spots, quite dazzling.
'
Don Barclay (*1/2)
Fans of BruceSpringsleen will
I went to No Nukes 'rather
be blissfully surprised to see a
reluctantly, I don't like concert
close-up view of "The Boss." The
films (why drag yourself 'to a
last time I saw him in concert I was
theatre with a bad sound system . in the 60th row and saw him only
when you can sit at home and
when he lept up in one of. his
listen to the same music on your
heels-to-ass jumps.
stereo) and I really get tired
Jackson Browne, Bonnie Raitt,
listening to Famous People.go on
and James Taylor and Carly Simon
and on about things of which they
prove to be not only exciting
know absolutely nothing. No
performers, but also quite charisNukes proved slightly surprising
matic individuals;
in that the Famous People kept
their opinions to a minimum,
The Doobie Brothers give a
allowing most of anti-nuke mesgood just-like-their-records show
sage in the film to be delivered In a
and Graham Nash has a nostalgig
rational, unemotional, and almost
sing-along with .the audience on\
"Our House."
For me, the only letdown is a

This weel< the Talkies reviewers went
and saw No .Nukes, a combination
concert and protest movie featuring a
cast of top name musicians. No Nukes
Is currently playing at tho Overland
Park Cinema;

No Nukes

<*)

Hans Lleberrnsn
Watching No Nukes is not
unlike taking a long car trip;
eventually you get tired of the
radio, the scenery, or both. Or else
you get carsick. While I avoided
the latter (if only because I was
stationary), I was not so fortunate
on the first two counts. Concert
films have never really caught my
fancy anyway., so I am perhaps
somewhat prejudiced towards No
Nukes. However, No Nukes is not
without some redeeming, revealing qualities. I learned, for example, that Graham. Nash doesn't
wear any underwear when he
performs, and that Bonnie Frankthe great performer that she is,
can be a real pain in the neck
offstage. In regards to the coverage given to the actual anti-nuclear movement itself, No Nukes
holds it to a bare, mediocre
minimum.
Stay home.and Iisten to Jackson
Browne on your stereo, unless you
want to see a spastic-like Bruce
Springsteen flip out on stage.

I'

Warren Felton, a wool spinner, was one of the numerous
craftsmen and artists displaying their work in Julia Davis Park'
during the "Arts In the Park" festival held last weekend. Beautiful
indian summer weather attracted capacity cro....
'CIsto the three day
celebration of asthetfcs.
Photo by linda McDougall
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shot of Jane Fonda in one of her
righteous screeds, decked out in
the best Rodeo Drive has to offer.
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IN 5 MILE PLAZA CENTER

MIDNIGHT MOVIES THIS
fRIDAY AND SATURDAYI
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The S.P.B .. coffee house series-Java
Nile M'1Sic-is held evcry other
Thursciay in the S.U.B. Boisean lounge.
Coffcc will be available and
students and non students' are welcome.

Scptrnber 2S
Wl!son&Cain,

Nm-ember 20 .
Bud Hurnphrey, 7:30tol0:JOpm-,-Frce.

October 9
Boden & Zanetto, 8:00 to 10:00pmII
$1.00 admission.
~oberW
Spike Ericson,

.
7:30 to 10:3Opm-Free.

8:0010 10:00pm-Free.

December 11
Sue Croner, 7:30 10 10:3~Free.

,

ll-us

NIGHTMARE
NEVERENDS.

DREssED
The Studes. ~

Board is always
ready for new mrrnbers . .If you're
interested,

caD 385·3297 • .

~.IQLL
SHOWS AT
7:00&9:05
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GARFIELDTM B Jim Davis
THIS YEAR, isrs
CElEeRATE
NATIONAL. FAT WEEK ~Y'

_-..;.
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STAMPING- OOT FAT JOKE.~

Calendar

WE SHOUll? E)E'Af'lE

I-ET'5 FAce IT,FATTle.S, ••

TO STAMP OUT

Wednesday"

ANYTHING-WE WI5H

Sept. 10
FacultY. lecture, Dr. Monte Wilson.
"Volcanic
Activity
of Mt. St.
Helens," 8pm. Ballroom. SUB .

© 1980United

AIRPLANE. A~t' THEATER SEATS
ARE TOO SMALL. Pt:elGNER
CLOTHING IS NOT MADE IN OUR
SIZE. 6UT THAT'S TRIVIAL..

•

Feature Syndicate, Inc.

JiM t:t\\IfS

Thutsday" Sept. i 1
Film. "Picnlc at ~
Rock," 3pm.
Ada lounIle, SUB.
SPB Java NIght Music. OUp Murray.
7p!!1, freel Boisean Lounge, SUB.
Faculty~ Senate.
3:10pm.
Senate
Ownbers. SUB.
Film. ''Piabc at Hanging Rod." 3pm.

WHAT THIS WOR\..D
REALLY NEeDS Ie A

Ftlday" Sept. 12
"E-ML2"
conference farnon-tradi·
tianal students.
BaIItoom. SUB.
8am-4:3Opm.
,
. day to. ~egister late. euept, by
pention. to add courses. or change
, from audit to credit without consent
of instruetor. deadline "pm.
Fdm, ''Picaic: at ~
Rod."
7:30pm, Ada Lounge. 'SUB.

~

Saturday" S€fpt. i3
Jl'M I7A\l'£5

© 1980United

Feature Syndicate, Inc.

Pr~.8"'-:ne pep

rally in the eighrh St .
.MarketplaCe. IOpm.

Broncos

V8.

Southeastern

Louisiana.

Stadium.. 7:JOP.!n.

CL.ASS,W£LCOM£

,0

£./01.

"E - MLC:.l" Cotiference far non-traditional students.
Ballroom.
SUB.

-

9am-2pm.
Alumni
As:cciation
reception,
5:30pm,
Depot gardens,

wine tasting
Union Pacific

Sunday" S~pt. 14
Film. "PiaW: at Hanging Rock," 6pm.
Ada Lounge.

Monday" Sept. i 5
BAA Luncheon.

Ballroom.

SUB. noon. i

Tuesday" ,.Setpt. 16 I;
Royal Lichtenstein

arcus.

noon. free I

SUB lawn.

-,

\V ednosdcy"

Sopt. 11
Issue '3 of the Arbiterl
Mark Vaughn's 20th birthdayl

Lt--_------J
:P.fSOna!S
MOM-I won't mind walking In the
snow, as long as you'll warm my t008
afterwards. Also, saturday night Is not
alright forflghtlng.
Let's keep It
slmple.-LY.
CRR
LNS-you are living proof that plgmles
are
real
people
too,
THAT'S
INCREDIBLEII

eclassified
J)lzl LA. TL'llIl3 Synd.

o 1000. Punch Putl!. lid.

•

"If it hadn't been for all that health food, I could
" have been up here years ago."

Classified
FOR SALE
Stereo components: Denon dlrolCt'drlve
turntable: Yamaha' amp, 65 wattst '
channel; ADS-71 0 speakers. CoIl Mike
at 345-8330 (message) or 338-5Ml7.
Stereo components: Denon direct drIve
turntable; ,Yamaha' amp. 65,' watt.t' ,
channel;'ADS-710 speakers. CoIl Mike
~ 345-8330 (messaoe) or
7. ,

336-540

.
',"

fllll.Vaun records.- Sold exclusively at
Nluslc Works on capltal_,
.: "'C'

LIFESTYLE OPPORTUNITY
No pyramids.
No ocor-to-ccor.
No
franchises. No-Investment. A company
Is 'going to be formed which will
prodiJce and market
Golf-created
product lines and services. Wanted for
,.a, beginning are, several marketing
and/or production oriented "Individuals" to participate In the organization and start-up of this firm.
Gophomores or Juniors are preferred.
Creative, _motivated,
goal oriented
porsons_shouldsend yourself In written
, form to: P.O. Box 2223, Boise, 10
83701.

LOS WORK OF WISDOM
.WII~.YOll h~ve \IQ~r.~u~ hot or cold?
cen 376-5885. 2~our recording •

o 1S:OO, Ptmch POOls. Ltd.

Dirt LA. TIm3s Synd.

"How humiliating-personally
I would, rather
borrow or steal,"
,

.~

1 BOise State UniVersity

SAVI GS
FR M

Now: Copy cassette tapes yoursel1-any
length. Fast: Copy a one-hour cassette in less
than 2 minutes. Simple: Easy as xeroxing
a letter. Inexpensive: Our remarkably low
price includes the Rezound Copy Cassette@.'
A~curate: Guaranteed perfect monaural

copies. every time. Versatile: Make 1.2,3 ...
or 100 copies of: lectures. seminars. language
labs. meetings. college classes.sermons.
sales messages. weddings. interviews. talking
letters. family events. relaxation. word.processing data & computer programs.

CASSElTE COPYING CENTERS

I

",

r-~--~----------~----~~----~--~--~---~
B

'.

B

"

Copy Cassette I

R

LENGTH OF
CASSETIE

•

I

30
60
90

I

CASSETl'ECOPYINGCENiERS

L_~
I.~

'.

'

, '

~ .
Slate UnIversIy

I

I

Coupon Expires 0/0/00

APPROXIMATE
COPY TIME

1 minute .•.•....•
2 in~nutes.. '
.3 minutes .••..•
4 minutes ...•..•..

REGULAR
PRICE

WITH
COUPON

$2.19
$2.89
$3.79

$1.19
$1.89
$2.79
$3.79

, ..

$4.79

I

I
I
B

I

!

To cssist US in gathering

u1to~ation about uses tor Rezouridcason the line below the type of material'
you're copyin\;J' Thallk you.

IE" sette COPies,.: indicate

.'

. I'

minute

m~n~te ., .•...
minute
','
120 minute ., : ...•

I'

I
I
I

I

This coupon entitles you to a onedoUar discount on one
cassette copy. ?Jle prices listed below include the Rezound

'

,

..'

~

',,'

'.

'.

'

I

.

.

I
I

~I

I

